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Australian Galloway Association 

Report
The Australian Galloway Association congratulates the Australian Belted Galloway 

Association on reaching its 40 year anniversary.

In that time both Associations have seen the Belted Galloway surge in popularity and 

gain a more visible presence.

The Australian Galloway Association also congratulates the Australian Belted Galloway 

Association in gaining the 2018 World Galloway Conference and looks forward to 

supporting it in this endeavour.
Sallie Wadley

executive officer
australian Galloway association  
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IT IS WITh pleASure ThAT I WelCome you to the 

Special 40th Anniversary edition of our magazine. 

This year the Australian Belted Galloway Association 

celebrates 40 years of existence.

the association was founded in 1975 as the australian 

belted galloway cattle breeders association inc. its 

first president was mr heithersay of the uganda stud 

in south australia. the initial secretariat was the ra&h 

south australia based in adelaide. the association 

initially had many south australian breeders and from 

there expanded into all australian states and territories 

apart from the northern territory. 

you will see in this magazine that there are honour rolls 

for the champion animals at royal shows. the style of 

animal has changed significantly over the past 40 years. 

breeders have been conscious of the need to produce 

an animal which fits well into the mainstream cattle 

market. they have been constantly improving the breed 

through selective genetics. 

the association later changed its name to the australian 

belted galloway association. the secretariat was then 

changed from adelaide to kiama in southern new 

south wales and then to armidale in northern new 

south wales. 

there have been some famous studs in australia which 

have now disbursed such as midfern. many breeders, 

if they traced their animals back, would find midfern 

blood lines in their herd.  other early studs are still going. 

these include belmont park, cumbria, carinya and my 

own stud of longfield. the breed has a secure future in 

australia and more studs are starting each year.

the abga is the leading association in this country which 

registers belted galloway cattle and will continue to be 

so in the future. when looking at the wonderful animals 

contained in this publication, it is important to realise this 

does not happen by accident. it is the dedication and 

hard work of the breeders that produce such wonderful 

specimens of the breed. having travelled overseas and 

seen belted galloways in their native scotland and other 

countries, i can say with confidence that the belted 

galloway produced in australia is the equal of any in 

the world. 

in closing i thank Judith mckinnon for the effort she 

has put in to producing this magnificent anniversary 

publication.

ian marJason

 By IAn mArjASon  |  ABGA preSIdenT

Report
presidents Established in 1987

Ashleigh Altitude (AI) (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Bull 2006 Pakenham Feature Show
Ashleigh Angelique (AI) (POIS) (MF) Junior Champion Female 2006 Royal Melbourne Show (RMS)
Ashleigh ClAire (POIS) (MF) Junior Champion Female 2008 RMS
Ashleigh desired (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Female 2009 RM Galloway Family Feature Show
Ashleigh emmerson (POIS) (MF) Junior & Grand Champion Bull 2010 RMS
Ashleigh FletCher (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Bull 2011 RMS
Ashleigh grACeAnnA (POIS) (MF) Reserve Senior Champion Female 2003 RMS
Ashleigh grAson (POIS) (MF) Reserve Champion Bull 1996 RMS, Champion Bull 1997 Berwick Feature Show
Ashleigh guArdsmAn (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Bull 2012 RMS

Ashleigh Violet (AI) (POIS) (MF) Junior Champion Female 
2001 Royal Melbourne Show (RMS). Senior & Grand Champion 

Female & Supreme Belted Galloway 2006 RMS

Ashleigh ChAntAl (POIS) (MF) Senior, Grand Champion 
Female Supreme Exhibit, Galloway Family Interbreed Champion

at 2009 RM Galloway Family Feature Show

Ashleigh YVette (AI) (POIS) (MF) Senior & Grand Champion 
Female & Supreme Exhibit 2005 Red Hill Regional Feature Show

Ashleigh ClAriCe (AI) (POIS) (MF) Reserve Champion 
Female 2000, Reserve Senior Champion Female 2002

Senior & Grand Champion Female & Supreme Exhibit 2003 RMS

Ashleigh dAniellA (POIS) (MF) Junior Champion Female 
2009 RM Galloway Family Feature Show. Senior &

Grand Champion Female & Supreme Exhibit 2013 RMS

Ashleigh hollY (POIS) (MF) Reserve
Junior Champion Female 2013 RMS

rowsleY PArk red BurBon (POIS) (MF) Reserve Senior Champion 
Female 2008 RMS.  Reserve Senior Champion Female 2009 RM Galloway Family 

Feature Show.  Senior & GrandChampion Female, Supreme Exhibit 2010 RMS

Ashleigh YArdstiCk (POIS) (MF) Junior &
Grand Champion Bull & Supreme Exhibit 2004 RMS

Ashleigh signAture (AI) (POIS) (MF) Champion Bull 2000 
Reserve Champion Group C Interbreed Bull 2000

Reserve Senior Champion Bull 2001 RMS

Ashleigh gwYnnedd (POIS) (MF) Reserve Senior Champion 
Female 2013 RMS.  Senior & Grand Champion Female 2014 RMS

Ashleigh hArrison (POIS) (MF) Senior &
Grand Champion Bull & Supreme Exhibit 2014 RMS

Ashleigh helmsmAn (POIS) (MF) Junior &
Grand Champion Bull 2013 RMS

Ashleigh ChAlmers (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior
Champion Bull 2008 RMS.  Senior Champion Bull 2009 RM 

Galloway Family Feature Show

Ashleigh VAlentine (AI) (POIS) (MF) Senior & Grand Champion Female & Supreme Exhibit 2006 
Pakenham Feature Show Reserve Senior Champion Female 2005 RMS
Ashleigh wildFire (AI) (POIS) (MF) Senior & Grand Champion Bull 2003 RMS
Ashleigh windsor (POIS) (MF) Junior Champion Bull 2002 RMS
Ashleigh XAnthiA (AI) (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Female 2003 RMS
Ashleigh YArdleY (AI) (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Female 2004 RMS
Ashleigh ZinniA (AI) (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Female 2005 Red Hill Regional Feature Show
Ashleigh Zion (AI) (POIS) (MF) Reserve Junior Champion Bull 2005 RMS
APriAsh FArAnheit (POIS) (MF) Junior & Grand Champion Bull, Supreme Exhibit 2011 RMS
midFern stuArt (POIS) (MF) Champion Bull 1992 & 1993 RMS

Other Champions

Ashleigh Michael - 8355 Bass Hwy, Leongatha VIC 3953
(03) 5664 3162    0428 307 250    ashleigh_michael@yahoo.com.au
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When I fIrST SAW a Belted Galloway calf in 1939/1940 

I was not to know how much influence Belties would 

have later in my life on the other side of the world.

this calf was born into a commercial black galloway 

herd. whether this was by design or accident i don’t 

know but at the time i considered it to be something 

of a freak.

it was about ten years later that i discovered belted 

galloways were in fact a breed of cattle when i had 

contact with two families who were breeding them.

apart from seeing them at shows and in markets i had 

no direct involvement with belted galloways for a 

number of years.

my first contact with belties in australia was at a hoof 

and hook competition in ballarat in the early 1970’s 

when a beltie cross steer was entered. many people 

were interested in the odd markings of the steer and 

i was surprised to find that no-one had ever heard of 

belted galloways.

i tracked down the steer’s owner who was clarrie 

liddle from winnap in south-west victoria. during a 

conversation with him i found he had a number of black 

belted cows and some dun solid coloured cattle. the 

breeding of these cattle was unknown as he had picked 

them up a few years earlier at a market in northern 

victoria.

after visiting his property i eventually bought a dun beltie 

bull from him which was from a black beltie cow by a 

solid dun bull.

this i used over crossbred cattle including some 

galloway crosses.

as a result of this purchase i was contacted by bill 

heithersay who had also bought stock from clarrie and 

was interested in forming a belted galloway association.

this contact with bill eventually led to me being present 

at the meeting at adelaide showgrounds in 1975 

when the ‘australian belted galloway cattle breeders 

association’ was formed. this was later shortened to 

‘australian belted galloway association’. i was registered 

as herd no.6.

the dun bull i had purchased and some of his progeny 

were later classified by athol malseed and became part 

of the first herd-book.

i was not happy with the type of cattle that this system 

produced and so they were later sold off as commercials. 

i then bought a bull named reburn charles which had 

been imported from new Zealand by another breeder 

and started to upgrade from registered black and dun 

galloways that i already owned.

subsequently i bought the bull midfern kingsley from 

tyrendarra which led to the start of showing in 1984 

Belties & Me  By STAn roBInSon

at melbourne royal. with the assistance of lorna we 

attended melbourne royal for 20 consecutive years, 

during which time we collected seven champion bull 

ribbons but never a champion cow.

about five or six country shows have also been supported 

each year up to the present day. adelaide royal has also 

been attended many times and two trips to canberra 

royal.

amongst the many highlight of a lifetime of showing 

the major showing highlight would have to be winning 

the supreme exhibit at the tyrendarra show from 93 

exhibits with midfern kingsley in 1986. another highlight 

was being part of the feature show at ballarat in 1994 

where 79 cattle were present coming from victoria, 

south australia and new south wales. this at the time 

was the largest gathering of belted galloways at a show 

anywhere in the world. as far as i know this record still 

stands today. as part of the organising committee it 

was very satisfying to see such a large turnout of belted 

galloway.

in 2001 as recognition of my services to, association 

with and promotion of belties i was honoured and 

humbled to receive the first honoury life membership of 

the australian belted galloway association. 

one of my great honours was being invited to judge 

belties at the royal highland show at edinburgh in 2010 

and to still be made welcome as a visitor in 2014.

breeding belted galloways along with attending country 

and royal shows has led to a large number of friends 

in australia and overseas and this is i feel the most 

important part of being involved in the cattle world.
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the historical

 By edITh SmITh

This article is taken 

from the December 

1988 Newsletter of 

The Australian Belted 

Galloway Cattle Breeders’ 

Association, Inc.

(as the Australian Belted 

Galloway Association Inc 

was then known)

the first
belted galloway in australia

unIque And of nATIonAl InTereST is the first 

Belted Galloway to be bred in Australia At dunalister 

stud at elmore on Victoria’s Campaspe river a young 

Galloway bull has recently been born.

like all his breed he is an attractive fellow; black with a 

brownish tinge, and completely encircling his body is 

the distinguishing white belt that proclaims his true line. 

he and his parents, imported from new Zealand, are the 

only belties in this country and will remain so until either 

the ban on their import is lifted, or a new calf is born. 

the birth of this calf was naturally eagerly awaited, but 

until the ban is lifted the opportunity to expand the stud 

is restricted. in time the white belt should be a familiar 

sign, for the galloways are not only adaptable, hardy, 

and excellent beef cattle, they are also good milkers and 

able to rear their young well.

in their native scotland (where their origins have been 

lost in the mists of time) the calves are often born in 

the snow and the cows are well able to suckle them. 

many hill farmers there never house their cattle at all, 

yet in such hard conditions the beltie will develop 

economically, and fatten readily later.

they not only forage for themselves, ranging far and 

wide, and eating up roughage, but they improve the 

grazing for sheep.

the dunalister cattle are direct descendants of pedigree 

belties imported from scotland by new Zealand, where 

the breed was first introduced as recently as 1947.

they have adapted themselves readily to the warmer 

climate, and there seems no doubt they will fully justify 

the judgement and initiative of mr bob blackwell who, 

in buying them for dunalister, is the first and to date the 

only one, to bring them into australia.

“Riverlander” the magazine of the Murray Valley League, 

May 1959 (unfortunately the photo accompanying this 

article was not of sufficient quality to reproduce).

 beltie

BEKADAN BELTED GALLOWAYS

Producing Show and Carcase Champions since 2004
Merv and Beth Presland        mob: 0427 942 152        email: jmpresland@bigpond.com

Breeding cattle for their carcase Qualities...
     ... if it works why change a Winning Formula

the legacy of this long established herd has been purchased
in its entirety, continuing the genetic future of the breed.

Hawksheads past successes in the ring & on the hook are unsurpassed.
Quality progeny from eve cullen’s breeding legacy will be available to you.

Black Belted Galloways - Black & dunn Galloways

Hawkshead Galloways
1973 - 2007

Stud Principal - Clive Allison, Kempsey, NSW      Ph - 0419 307 051

Belties Breed
 BetterBeef
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loChlyn BelTed GAlloWAyS was founded by 

john and Amanda Seaman on their 153 acre property 

‘loChlyn’ 10 kilometres south of Bathurst in the 

central tablelands, nSW.

our stud was born with the purchase of 10 yearling 

heifers from the long running stud, wombledale, of 

peel, new south wales. our foundation sire, a young 

bull from the cumbria stud victoria, was also purchased, 

and in addition, four striking female specimens were 

brought across from belmont park, south australia.

our herd now consists of 20 registered stud breeders, 

with a view to increasing to 30 over the next few years. 

the cattle thrive on our property, and have many 

endearing attributes.

they possess outstanding temperament, are very 

robust and hardy, and as breeders well know they 

have undoubted maternal qualities, being exceptional 

nurturers of their offspring. with a solid animal health 

program in place, they are, generally speaking, a low 

maintenance animal.

we are big believers in quality. a solid foundation sets the 

platform for future success. still in its infancy lochlyn has 

already tasted success in the show ring. the first animals 

bearing the lochlyn name were shown at bathurst in 

2013, with lochlyn harley winning Junior champion 

bull, our team of juniors picking up sires progeny, and 

our heifer also won her class.

2014 brought more success, with lochlyn Judge and 

lochlyn Joan of arc winning Junior champion bull and 

Junior champion female, respectively.

again our sires progeny team was successful as well as 

our cow winning her class. bathurst royal is fast earning 

a reputation among breeders as a focal point for the 

breed, with plenty of top class competition from all over 

nsw.

we are looking forward with great anticipation to 2015 

and will be exhibiting again at the bathurst royal and 

the sydney royal for the first time. in addition, we will 

be entering two steers into the carcass competition. 

no doubt this will be a learning curve for us hopefully 

furthering our stud’s credentials, and those of the breed 

in general.

we take pride in our motto, ‘breeding better belties’, and 

through a careful selection process of breeding stock, 

and the use of ai programs, we believe we are on the 

right path, with the right focus to achieve this.

we have top quality, healthy young animals available for 

your selection and very warmly look forward to meeting 

other members and clients in the future,

LOCHLYN
 By john And AmAndA SeAmAn
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BAden GeeVeS & rAymond CroSS are the owners of 

freedom rise Galloways. our stud is named “freedom 

rise” after the sense of escape that we get every time 

we drive up the gentle slope of the 52 acre property 

to our cottage nestled near the top of the hill. The 

property is mostly cleared, has deep red soil, is covered 

with improved pastures and located at yarraman, a two 

hour drive north-east of Brisbane.

like many breeders of the wonderful belted galloway 

cattle we started with a tree change, an escape from 

the hectic life of brisbane. in 2004 we bought a five 

acre property in blackbutt, south-east queensland as 

a weekender and soon found that we were spending 

our weekends mowing. this led to us looking around 

for something to eat the grass and we settled on three 

dexters. we chose smaller breeds as we had had no 

experience with cattle, and decided that it was the best 

way to go. soon we acquired the neighbouring property 

and started to “collect” a few more cattle, something 

which seems to happen to everyone who starts off 

small, intending like all “cattle addicts”, to only have few.

one day, at a small cattle expo, we noticed a display with 

belted galloways. not only were we drawn in by the 

stark contrast of the belt, but we were also impressed 

that the person running the belted galloway display was 

prepared to let us come in and interact with their bull; 

something none of the other breeds were confident 

enough to do. if a mature bull could let two strangers 

touch it, we thought it must be naturally very gentle in 

nature. next weekend we were visiting the galloway 

stud, and before we knew it, we were proud owners 

of a pedigree bull, so gentle in nature, and which is 

now living out his days in the gold coast hinterland 

with a small beltie harem of his own. so, the herd just 

kept growing. the bull put his belt through the slowly 

growing herd, and we even acquired a mini-hereford 

from a neighbour who felt she needed companions. 

next thing we knew we had twelve cattle, and needed 

more room.

in 2010 we purchased our “freedom rise”, and 

established our stud in 2012. we had seen pictures of red 

belties and decided that we would like a few miniatures 

with red belts. it was then that we discovered that they 

were, at the time, impossible to source in queensland. 

the red colour is recessive, which means that it is easy 

to breed out of a herd unless the breeder is particularly 

trying to keep red in their herd. this led to the long search 

freedom rise for someone who had some for sale. there are very few 

breeders in australia, and each inquiry ended with “yes 

we have them, but we have a waiting list a mile long”. 

each person put us onto someone else, until finally, we 

made contact with bob maddern at budawang stud, 

situated on the murray river.

in september 2012 we made the long road trip to see 

bob, and eventually bought a nice bull, a cow and three 

heifers. on the return trip we made visits to other studs 

situated along the way, and found everyone particularly 

welcoming, and helpful. bob delivered our reds within 

the month, and out of the blue one of the cows dropped 

a beautiful red bull calf the next week…. our stud had its 

first calf! 

during our search for miniature reds, we found out that 

the gene pool of these animals is very small.  most of the 

reds have a common ancestor. if you look at any two 

red animals on any galloway herd book, you will find 

they are almost always related only a few generations 

back. one of our aims is to introduce as much genetic 

diversity into the reds as possible. this is our long term 

project, something that involves crossing out to blacks 

and then breeding back to red… a long, process indeed! 

in 2013 we managed to acquire five other animals, 

reds, or blacks that carried red, and these, along with 

the animals from budawang have become the nucleus 

of their herd. we eventually hope to carry about 15-20 

breeding females.

we find spending time with all our animals extremely 

rewarding and relaxing. watching a favourite animal 

grow and mature gives us a sense of satisfaction that 

could only come from putting time and effort (and 

affection) into an animal.

this year, we are having a go at showing our animals. 

we did our first show in november and were more 

than happy with our results, as well as the camaraderie 

and friendship that fellow competitors gave. it is an 

extremely rewarding experience that all owners of stud 

cattle should try.

raymond still travels to brisbane and stays three days 

a week to help his elderly father. baden stays on the 

farm and tries to ensure that everything flows smoothly. 

as anybody who has cattle knows, there is always 

something to do.

By BAden GeeVeS
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The GlenThompSon pASTorAl CompAny 

began its association with the Belted Galloway 

Breed 20 years ago in the early 90’s. We went 

into Belties as it was a realization that it was 

difficult to make money out of Beef Cattle in 

Western Victoria.

ted mann, director, always had a preference 

for sheep over cattle; traditionally sheep have 

been so good to us. we didn’t want to go out of 

cattle altogether, and we saw belted galloway’s 

as a fun breed that we could enjoy.  with the 

added attraction of representing ted’s most 

loved football team.  

as we’ve gotten to know the breed, we’ve 

decided to get bigger. we currently have a 500 

head herd in total, joining 150 cows and heifers this year. 

through breeding, and buying and growing out, we aim 

to sell 100 bullocks per year.

we’re struggling to meet the demand from suppliers 

to farmers markets and boutique hotels that want 

galloway beef.  also, we are currently supplying an 

american restaurant chain wanting exclusively grass-

fed and grown beef. this fits in with our philosophy of 

free-range, pasture-fed, low-stress cattle.

we found that having not known much about the breed 

20 years ago when we started, we have learnt that they 

are hardy cattle, well suited to the cold western district 

winters and hot summers, they forage well cleaning 

up the grasses that are too long and not nutritious for 

sheep. fertility is good and it suits us to have cattle that 

don’t require constant pampering and attention.

our bloodlines initially came from peter and Jenny 

kudelka of yeaburn stud, and stan and lorna robinson 

of cumbria stud. and in more recent years we purchased 

the grimshaw’s heard at tyrendarra, western victoria.  

originally we thought that the breed was small compared 

with other beef breeds. we have selected bigger cows 

and have an emphasis on bigger animals with good 

temperaments.    

in 2011, ted was impressed with the size of the galloway’s 

at the edinburgh show and small herds he visited in the 

north of england.  

we don’t do any supplementary feeding and the cattle 

do well on our pasture whether running with sheep or 

not. having a smaller herd of cattle in addition rather 

suits our lighter stocking rates. since getting into the 

GLENTHOMPSON
 By Ted mAnn pastoral company

breed and developing our herd, we found that other belted 

galloway breeders have very similar environmental ideas 

to us. we wonder whether there is any breed of cattle as 

well liked and enjoyed as the belted galloway’s are by their 

owners.  

it’s nice to be involved with people who have similar ideals 

as we do about having healthy and un-stressed cattle.  

over the past 20 years the emphasis for us has been on 

building the size of the herd.  we have now reached a herd 

size, which allows us to be more selective in size, milking 

ability, confirmation, temperament and markings. our aim 

is to run 200 high quality breeders. ted finds them amusing 

cattle to work with; recently he went to muster steers on a 

hot day, they went and stood in the middle of a dam and 

he couldn’t get the out!  it was either a matter of getting 

frustrated or laughing, so he chose the latter!  

from starting as a hobby, it is now a serious commercial 

enterprise for us, and we aim to contribute to the 

understanding of the breed and hope that it will continue to 

develop in australia.

ted mann, John tanner (manager), 

derek morse (agent) glenthompson

Judith McKinnon
South Australia - M: 0410 840 827

E: mckinnonjudith@internode.on.net

Breeding quality Black & White Belted Galloway
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In ABouT 1994 Kate and I borrowed to buy a run down 

soldier settlement block of 100 acres intending to use it 

as a weekend retreat from regional suburbia.

whilst dreaming of bush walks and picnics, we had no 

idea that we were becoming involved in an endless saga 

of unavoidable ‘farming’.

there began a passion for this little acreage that persists 

and intensifies now twenty years on. we are blessed with 

a location at the end of a lane, away from congested 

roads and overlooking neighbours; there are large 

remnant trees, small spring fed creeks, folding hills, rich 

basalt soils, reliable(?) rainfall and four distinct seasons.

at the time of purchase, it was about seventy years since 

this modest little property had been developed and there 

had been little maintenance since that time; fences 

were no longer stock proof, there was a small creek and 

a soak but no other water, remnants of a small orchard, 

old machinery, chaff and potatoes, weeds, thistles, 

hawthorn, broom, blackberries, briars, broken down 

fences, endless garbage and the neighbour’s sheep. 

we had no idea where to start, so we went to the 

mudgee small farm field days. the most memorable 

exhibit was a bull, unfenced but haltered, quietly lying 

in the public thoroughfare, black with a white midriff. i 

think it may have belonged to sue burgess.

we started with other people’s horses and cattle on 

agistment, ending with overgrazing and under payment. 

then some wild angus followed by runaway herefords. 

we had single hot wire tread-in fencing which succeeded 

to separate young calves from their mothers, and was 

repeatedly trashed by kangaroos.

the old cattle yards were also very poor; there were 

outrageous domestics and very confused cattle. i took 

myself to night school and did two courses in cattle 

management leading to four years of organic agriculture 

one night a week. i replaced the cattle yards with an 

extravagant architect designed arrangement that the 

cattle love. i also re-planned the whole property using 

yoeman’s property planning principles, and managed 

year by year to implement it with a new driveway, 

dams, cattle lane ways incorporating water reticulation, 

and curved fencing following ridges, contours and key 

lines. the plan includes extensive shelterbelts and other 

regenerative tree planting, and the fencing responds to 

the topography and fits the landscape - much to the 

delight of the cattle. they also appreciate the laneways 

which provide absolutely stress free stock handling.

at some point we realized cattle on only 100 acres could 

not produce a significant financial return so we might as 

well have an aesthetically inspiring easily managed and 

enjoyable alternative herd. memories of the bull with the 

white midriff induced us to experiment with some belted 

steers; they behaved well and were soon replaced by 

half a dozen heifers from peter & sue burgess and later 

a bull from Judy mckinnon. our breeding commenced 

in 2002 and the herd has now grown to more than 80 

stud breeders, 40 growing heifers, 40 fattening steers 

and 60 new calves.

the property has also expanded to 500 acres with further 

agistment. unlike other breeds, the belted galloways 

thrive during our very cold winters; they have all been 

ashrose
 By john & KATe BlACKWoodbelted galloways born on the property and know it intimately, they have 

been treated quietly with low stress techniques and 

their temperament is exceptional; their fertility, calving, 

mothering, milking,  and foraging is excellent. we always 

look forward to visiting them and more often than not 

they come to meet us at the paddock gate.

i have recently 

done two 

courses in holistic 

m a n a g e m e n t 

and now realize 

that our point 

of difference at 

ashrose is the 

belief that the 

property and the stock should be managed as naturally 

as possible with minimum human interference. all 

species on the planet have evolved and survived with 

self-sustenance and self-medication. we have noticed 

that whenever there is a problem on the property, it is 

usually the result of our mismanagement rather than 

the animals’ misbehaviour. in the wild, before cattle 

were fenced in, they were free to breed, free to feed 

on fresh pastures, free to select appropriate herbs, free 

to wean at a time that was best for the mother and the 

calf, free to chew their cud and service their rumen, free 

to enjoy a long life and produce the best meat possible. 

human interference has spoilt virtually all their freedoms 

and in so doing has compromised their health, their 

temperament and their meat quality. it is ironic that our 

interference and generally unnatural management may 

have improved some profit but at the cost of the health 

of the animals, the meat and the consumers.

the contemporary cattle industry encourages a range 

of practices that focus on efficiency, cost savings, 

profitability and disease prevention. there is virtually 

no attention to natural soil and pasture health, animal 

welfare, meat attributes etc. early weaning for example 

may be profitable but it denies a calf the opportunity 

of learning proper grazing from its mother; chemical 

drenching may be effective however is it really necessary, 

can it be avoided, what side effects a there on the soil, the 

pastures and the meat? at ashrose we have pursued an 

alternative old fashioned natural approach that retains the 

intrinsic flavour and health of the meat and health of the 

environment. it is known as chemical free, grass feeding 

and finishing, and it is in direct contrast to hormone and 

anti-biotic supplemented grain feeding and finishing. 

the bovine rumen is not intended to process a grain 

only diet, particularly with synthetic supplements; cattle 
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evolved to travel 

through fresh 

pastures and lead 

an unstressed 

life being able 

to rest on grass 

and chew their 

cud; they are not 

designed to suffer concentrated feedlots, semi trailers 

and repeated sale yards. artificial grain fed meat does 

not retain the same texture, taste, tenderness and health 

attributes of natural grass fed meat.

many years ago i took a two week bus trip visiting 

biodynamic farms across nsw. as a result of this insight, 

we have not generally used chemical drenches, vaccines 

or fertilizers for the last twelve years and to date there 

have been no health problems as a result of this policy. 

we do use pat coleby’s powdered mineral lick and a 

number of other mineral supplements. including copper 

sulphate for worm control, sulphur dust for lice control, 

dolomite and seaweed powder. we back-line with 

sulphur in winter to control lice and drench with cod liver 

oil in late spring to ward against pink-eye. calving heifers 

are given apple cider vinegar to relax birthing muscles. 

stock salt is also provided. soil fertility is encouraged by 

rotational mob grazing, dung beetles and biodynamic 

sprays. pastures are never sprayed with chemicals to 

remove weeds; instead we try to avoid over-grazing and 

to retain sufficient 

pasture cover to 

prevent weed 

germination. wet, 

springy areas 

have been fenced 

out to avoid 

pulpy kidney. we 

are currently half way through an organic certification 

process.

i remain fervently suspicious of chemical practices and 

believe all meat, particularly belted galloway meat must 

be better in a natural form rather than contaminated with 

chemicals. weed spraying and worm drenching must have 

a devastating impact on soil microbes and this will impact 

on pasture health, cattle health, meat health, and consumer 

health. a chemical free diet will improve meat quality. meat 

can also be improved by the avoidance of poor animal 

welfare practices particularly stressful handling, transporting 

and yarding. grass fed animals will produce meat with 

uncompromised beef flavour and texture, together with 

superior health benefits. these include saturated fats and 

lineolic acids which are claimed to have medicinal benefits 

in the treatment of obesity, cancer and heart diseases. 

belted galloway meat is reputed to have more of these fats 

and acids than other breeds, and their shaggy coat and thick 

hide insulate the meat so that there is less sub-cutaneous 

fat and more intramuscular and desirable marbled fat. 

further, belted galloways are claimed to be an ancient and 

rare breed. their genetics haven’t been compromised by 

interbreeding and their meat remains true to the original 

ancient characteristics. it is claimed to be full-flavoured, 

succulent, healthy and tender, particularly if dry aged as 

was the custom before refrigeration.

so we are producing an ancient rare breed of chemical 

free, grass fed and finished beef with superior texture, taste, 

tenderness and health benefits. our herd prospers in an 

absolutely natural environment where ecological diversity 

and environmental sustainability is valued and pursued. the 

product ticks all the boxes.

steers are allowed a full life to about three years and 600 

kilos. whilst this may be slow maturing, there is an argument 

that slow growth should produce superior meat qualities as 

slow growth generally produces superior timber! they are 

selected in pairs and delivered to the abattoir by our own 

vehicle to ensure minimum stress. the abattoir then sends 

the carcasses directly to sydney butchers from where they 

are distributed to restaurants and domestic customers. the 

offal is included and the carcass is dry aged for 6-8weeks 

to increase tenderness before being sold. both the butcher 

and the customers value the provenance of the meat. 

the butcher has visited the farm and can be confident the 

animals have been ethically raised in an ecologically aware 

environment. his customers put a high value on the rare 

breed, the chemical free husbandry, the grass feeding and 

finishing, the dry ageing, and the consistency of supply. 

in addition to the meat, the butcher also sells the hides 

which we collect from the abattoir, salt, and have tanned 

using natural wattle tannins. these suffer hair slip during 

the tanning process in summer so we are investigating a 

polished leather 

process for that 

season and the 

fabrication of 

simple leather 

bags. the butcher 

is keen to see the 

whole animal is 

Wombledale Belties
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docile and proven winners

some of the BEST full blood
in the country

effectively used and he encourages restaurants to 

adopt nose-to-tail menus.

our stud heifers and cows are also available for sale. 

they have been shown for the first time this year with 

good results. 

we would encourage all those interested in breeding 

belted galloways to do so because of their wonderful 

temperament. we would also encourage everyone 

to adopt natural and chemical free practices. it is not 

difficult and it is better for the environment, the cattle, 

the meat and the consumers.
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39 yeArS of BreedInG BelTed GAlloWAy CATTle, 

with around 2500 Beltie calves produced, including 

blacks, duns and reds.

hume macdonald saw his first belted galloways in 1975 

at ‘uganda’, the belted galloway stud farmed by bill and 

yvonne heithersay in south australia, and subsequently 

purchased three in-calf beltie females. 

his investigation into the breed in australia showed 

that the blackwell family initially imported a number of 

head from new Zealand in the 1950’s, but then australia 

again stopped the importation of cattle from overseas. 

the blackwell’s subsequently dispersed their herd, but 

enquiries showed that there were three herds still in 

existence in victoria.  hume traced one of the three to 

a mr vf James of barmah forest, and he purchased ten 

animals, including one dun female with a day old dun 

beltie heifer calf at foot.

at this stage, with no pure bred bull available, hume 

went to new Zealand and visited every stud in the north 

island. he decided to purchase four bulls and three 

cows, in calf and with calves at foot, from the ‘hikawai’ 

stud, owned by les wilton, at masterton. fortunately, in 

those days the cost of air transport was about the same 

as by ship, so hume brought them home by air.

these cattle proved to be a sound purchase, and they 

formed the nucleus of the ‘belmont park’ stud. one of 

the calves at foot, ‘hikawai thea’, lived to 18 years of 

age, won a number of championships and produced 

further champion offspring.  thea produced 15 calves 

during her long life.

to further diversify bloodlines, hume again went to new 

Zealand, firstly in 1981 and purchased a bull, ‘quartz of 

strathmore park’ from don mayo. this bull was one of 

two bull calves from two scottish heifers that don had 

imported, and were sired by the scottish bull, ‘boreland 

olympic’. the next foray to new Zealand was in 1985, 

when hume purchased the bull ‘summerlea master’.

bloodlines were markedly strengthened as a result of an 

arrangement that hume entered into with an american 

beltie breeder, John Jeffords. John purchased a share 

in the bull, ‘belmont park lord heathfield’, and used 

his semen in the usa and elsewhere. hume was able 

to secure semen from a number of usa beltie bulls, 

including ‘dirigo apache’ (dun), and the black bulls ‘dirigo 

daniel’ and ‘dirigo dalton’. later the semen acquisition 

included the uk champion ‘boreland slammer’ and usa 

bull ‘prock ridge nero’.

an interesting point is that from the original dun cow 

and dun calf purchased in 1976, hume bred seven 

BELMONT PARK 
belted galloways  By hume mACdonAld

generations of dun females using only black beltie bulls. 

this changed as a result of the acquisition of semen from 

the dun bull, ‘dirigo apache’. in addition to producing 

great dun calves, he also produced silver belties.

red belties were introduced into both ‘belmont park’ 

and its sister stud ‘clan ranald’ early in the 21st century, 

and imported usa semen was used. later, with ashleigh 

michael and stan robinson, we imported and used 

semen from the uk bull ‘boreland James bond’, which 

also carries the red gene.

the stud began showing in 1978, and was successful 

with both champion male and female exhibits at both 

the royal melbourne and royal adelaide shows. these 

were the start of a long list of show wins. ‘belmont 

park’ and its sister stud ‘clan ranald’ have won over 90 

society medallions.

there have been two singular show successes.  firstly, 

in 1978 the australian beef sire of the year for belted 

galloways with hume’s imported new Zealand bull, 

‘hikawai nomia’. secondly, in 2001 belmont park was 

awarded not only the most successful belted galloway 

exhibitor at the royal adelaide show, but also the 

prestigious, stock Journal sponsored, most successful 

beef exhibitor (all breeds). the prize included $1,000.00 

and a silver rose bowl.

one of the many pleasures involved in breeding 

and showing of belted galloway cattle has been the 

encouragement of young people to take up handling 

and showing of cattle. over 50 youngsters have been 

assisted in this endeavor.

during the same period, over 40 steers have been 

provided to rural schools for royal adelaide show steer 

competitions. the best result achieved was by mt barker 

high school, with a reserve champion in the domestic 

lightweight trade steer class, from a total of 55 entries.

hume has always been heavily involved with the 

belted galloway society. he was first elected to the 

committee in 1976 and has served for 38 years. he 

drafted the original constitution and rules and by laws 

of the society. he has served as vice president for 3 

years, president for 10 years, treasurer for many years, 

and public officer for most of the society’s existence. 

hume is firmly of the view that the future success of the 

belted galloway breed is to improve their communal 

acceptability. this will involve breeding an animal that 

matures more quickly and is substantially larger than 

today’s cattle.
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I fIrST STArTed BreedInG CATTle when I was 5 years 

old. I had my own jersey Stud, Keroma.

i first started breeding cattle when i was 5 years old. i had 

my own Jersey stud, keroma. i was the fifth generation 

on my father’s side. due to the drought, in 2010 our 

family’s dairy farm closed down and we moved across 

into the beef cattle industry. 

in 2012 i started my red belted galloway stud. i had 

sold all my Jerseys so invested the money by buying a 

heifer called bonnibelt faith from tony & Jo kreher from 

murray bridge with the intention of taking her to the 

sa Junior heifer expo that year. this was my first year 

attending the heifer expo. i enjoyed my time staying at 

the heifer expo and learn a lot.

in 2013 i did not have the opportunity to go to the heifer 

expo as faith was too old. instead i took her to the royal 

adelaide show with a bull calf at foot. i was extremely 

happy because faith got first in her class then from 

there went on to be senior champion belted galloway 

cow. it was a momentous occasion for me because i 

was now the fifth generation to get a champion at the 

royal adelaide show, with past generations gaining their 

awards with Jersey cattle in the dairy section.

then this year in 2014 as a result of selling faith’s bull calf 

baltimore Jimmy to the milton family in tasmania i was 

able to purchase another two heifers from tony & Jo. i 

was glad he went to someone who could breed from 

him because my dad said, “he was going to turn him 

into a toilet mat”. i then trained these two heifers so they 

could attend the heifer expo this year. they also went 

to the royal adelaide show this year with bonnibelt 

Johannah getting first prize in the 12 to 18 month class.

i enjoy showing and breeding my belted galloway 

cattle. i have a preference for red belted galloways.

Baltimore
belted galloway stud

 By SAmuel VIVIAn

 

In my herd, I have a mixture of Belties ranging from 

100% pure to 25% animals.

it started off as a pure herd, with a registered bull, and is 

now a commercial herd, with a 50% bull, that has good, 

normal beltie markings.

over the about 14 years that i have had a small, hobby 

herd, i have kept records of beltedness compared to 

purity. i am particularly interested in how the belt persists 

over the generations, as purity is lost.

from a total of 82 calves born on my property, the 

recordings give the results shown in the table below:

“beltedness” has been classified from full/complete, to 

part and none at all. “b.g. purity” classifies the belties from 

100 % pure to 25%. the table also incorporates some data 

from my earlier article in the newsletter of dec, 2011. 

as can be seen, the full belt holds up quite well at the 

100% and 75% levels, but has been close to being lost at 

the 25% level.

Beltedness in 
my herd

BG purity Beltedness

Full part nil

100% 20 (95%) 1 0

75% 14 (87%) 2 0

50% 17 (54%) 14 4

25% 1 (10%) 1 8

 By Ken moore

Belties Breed
 BetterBeef
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eVeryBody SeemS To hAVe A STory about their 

journey into and through their Belted Galloway 

breeding experiences and we at Kookaburra Belted 

Galloways are no different.

our love for belted galloways has flourished from simply 

finding them pleasing to the eye to making them a part 

of our lives. we are grateful for the opportunity to share 

our story with you as we also enjoy hearing the stories 

of other members.

karen spent her childhood on a mid-sized dairy farm 

on the atherton tablelands in far north queensland 

while glen spent his childhood on various small dairy 

farm and beef grazing enterprises both north and west 

of ipswich in south east queensland. our life together 

began in suburban townsville, north queensland and 

among many other attractions we found in each other, 

was a common yearning to have a hobby farm. from 

our childhood farming backgrounds and our own hard-

earned careers ahead of us, neither of us at that time 

saw ourselves being full-time farmers. we agreed that 

with our respective childhood farming experiences 

we both wished one day to own poll hereford cattle 

– neither of us had heard of belted galloways let alone 

had seen one.

but our hobby farm plan was delayed with a career 

enhancing move to sydney where we lived for five years. 

but city living was not for us and we searched for further 

career enhancing opportunities in rural or provincial 

areas. of all the places to find such an opportunity was 

in alice springs, nt. so our 7.5 year outback experience 

began. along the way we accumulated four sons: 

fergus, cameron, sean and lachlan who collectively 

distracted us from our hobby farm plan for a while. but 

we did start searching in alice springs for a hobby farm 

where the stock carrying capacity varied between 10 

and 20 or more acres per head. land values in the red 

centre are always at a premium and it became clear that 

it was not our idea of hobby farming.

with a number of other matters influencing us, we 

purchased 30 acres near launceston city and set about 

searching for our poll herefords, which took us to the 

royal launceston show where we saw our first belted 

galloway cattle.

when our first belted galloways were delivered our 

stock-agent neighbour visited in a flash, scratching and 

slowly shaking his head in bemusement saying: ‘glen, 

they are the strangest looking poll herefords i have 

seen”. his body language shouted out: ‘phew, have we 

KOOKABURRA
 By Glen, KAren & lAChlAn prIen tails

got some real hobby farmers here and they have no 

idea of what they are doing’. and he was right.

within three weeks a beautiful looking cow we had 

just purchased who had been previously shown, went 

lame with an infected sand crack down the centre 

of one inner front claw over its full length and within 

another week the other inner front claw had a matching 

infected crack. the claws were overgrown and we had 

not noticed. we put her in yellow shoofs to both of her 

front feet so her weight did not bear upon the cracked 

claws and changed her dressings daily for many weeks 

until she could walk slowly without her shoofs. 

with a string of other minor mishaps of our own and 

others’ doing, along with a good dose of just plain ‘bad 

luck’, we reacquainted ourselves with the joys, trials and 

tribulation of owning cattle.

but it has been said that from every challenge we 

encounter, some good always comes from it. these 

early disappointing experiences developed in us a thirst 

for further cattle knowledge and stock management.

cattle structure became our obsession, particularly with 

regard to feet and breeding capability. cattle nutrition 

and diets also became a keen interest of ours, and the 

possible consequences of feeding too much protein. 

we found ourselves at the bottom of a steep learning 

curve, but our new found passion for belted galloways 

constantly inspired us to climb the curve.

one of the best things we did was for fergus, cameron 

and glen to participate in the stud beef victoria course 

held at the old melbourne showgrounds at easter 2004. 

for one week we ate, slept and breathed cattle from 

dawn till well after dusk, under the expert guidance 

of esteemed industry experts in every aspect of the 

cattle industry. we were like sponges soaking up cattle 

knowledge.

one evening, a young lady who was part of the expert 

panel of cattle advisers took glen on a personal tour 

through the cattle sheds, stopping at each animal 

and sharing with him its structural attributes in minute 

detail. she also emphasized the true economic value of 

structure over the breeding life of a stud animal.

from this moment we more selectively purchased stock 

from australia’s north island and more aggressively 

culled what we had, by now a concoction of cattle 

from five different studs. we quickly became educated 

on what to systematically look for in an animal and 

we then confidently adopted a targeted approach to 

cattle selection, breeding and feeding. we purchased 

a quality herd bull and supplemented natural breeding 

with artificial insemination. cattle breeding, feeding, 

training and showing became a shared family activity 

that bonded us together even through the sometimes 

stressful moments of preparing for competition. over 

about eight years we showed our cattle with increasing 

satisfaction.

most importantly this competitive environment 

provided us with the opportunity to keep learning from 

our show competitors, breeders of other cattle breeds, 

junior cattle handling competitions and of course, cattle 

judges. 

many years later the young lady who advised glen 

in melbourne at easter 2004 was a guest judge at a 

tasmanian cattle show where she consistently remarked 

upon the structural correctness of the kookaburra cattle. 

the positive comments from any judge acknowledging 

that we have achieved the breeding traits we strive for 

are more appreciated than the place given, but to hear 

those comments from her was a special honour. we 

no longer have any feet problems in our herd and the 

occurrence of calving and fertility difficulties is negligible.

we have in recent years been trying to increase the size 

of our animals without losing structural correctness and 

so far are having some success, although this breeding 

objective remains a ‘work in progress’ and will not be 

reliably fulfilled in a short time.

within tasmania, there does not seem to be a market for 

locally bred stud belted galloway cattle, with tasmanian 

stud breeders generally replenishing or repositioning 

their bloodlines utilizing stock from renowned mainland 

studs. over the past decade kookaburra belted 

galloways has been no different in this regard. on a few 

occasions tasmanian studs have successfully sold stud 
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cattle to mainland herds and this is something we will 

try to do more of ourselves. tasmanian belted galloway 

stud cattle seem to be more consistent in good quality 

than they used to, but this is probably true of mainland 

belted galloway studs too.  

on a commercial scale though, there are ever increasing 

numbers of belted galloway herds appearing with an 

improved quality of animals. this is no doubt due to the 

limited stud cattle market in tasmania. what we might like 

to sell as stud animals can only be sold to a commercial 

breeder or put in the freezer, and belted galloway stud 

breeders can only eat so many themselves.

also increasing numbers of belted galloways are now 

appearing in mixed commercial herds, clearly purchased 

as store cattle along with more traditional commercial 

breeds. but what is most pleasing is that the gap between 

in quality of the commercial belted galloways in these 

herds is gradually closing in comparison with that of the 

more traditional beef breeds. it seems the economic 

principles of meeting ‘supply and demand’ are slowly 

shaping the tasmanian beef market to include belted 

galloways. but there is still a long way to go before 

we see a large and significant commercial herd of 

belted galloways in tasmania. the largest tasmanian 

commercial herd we are aware of numbers about 75 to 

80 breeding cows. it would be great to see a few herds 

of 250 to 500 commercial breeding cows – then our 

progress as a commercial breed would be more broadly 

and readily recognized. perhaps this will take place 

within the next decade.

in the meantime, kookaburra belted galloways will 

continue its pursuit of consistently breeding animals 

as close to our interpretation of perfection as we can 

get them, with the ongoing help and support of like-

minded belted galloway breeders throughout australia 

and beyond. we will try to offload our best stud cattle 

that are excess to our requirements into australia’s 

north island as well as tasmania, and our others to local 

commercial herds or the abattoirs.

we wish you a merry christmas and a happy festive 

season. we also wish you success in achieving your 

individual breeding objectives.

yours in belted galloways

Kookaburra

Glen & Karen Prien
(03) 6327 1050
0409 132 644  Karen
0488 317 271  Glen 
glekar@bigpond.net.au

belted galloways

Our Galloways
Flying with the

         Best of them!

Belties Breed
 BetterBeef
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I Would lIKe To ACKnoWledGe with thanks the help 

received from Stanley robinson in putting this short history 

together and providing every bit of the considerable 

information he has on the Belted Galloway breed.

there are differing claims as to the date belted galloway first 

arrived in australia. according to the thesis written by kilie 

martin of winni royd belted galloway stud in the mid to 

late-1970’s according to history, and all known facts, belted 

galloway were the first cattle to ever come to australia - but 

for some reason this breed of cattle were not bred in great 

numbers and were not very well known. . with just a tiny bit 

of research i have come across quite a few breeds claiming 

to be the first in australia. my investigations have established 

that five cows and two bulls of indian Zebu were purchased 

at cape town by the first fleet to be used for transporting 

goods and breeding - not eating. by 1820 there were about 

54,000 cattle in australia and by 1840 there were 371,699 

so other breeds of cattle were introduced to australia quite 

early but not with the first fleet.

the earliest substantiated claim of belted galloway in 

australia i can find is an article by edith smith published in 

may, 1959 in the riverlander, magazine of the murray valley 

league, regarding a bull calf recently born to the only two 

belted galloway in australia  which had been imported 

from new Zealand (i am surmising) in about 1957/1958 

(allowing time for quarantine and gestation). the birth was 

at dunalister, elmore, victoria.

as far as i can discover, 1973 was the next time registered 

belted galloway were imported into australia from new 

Zealand, being three bulls and six females by sir reginald 

reed of mt wayo, new south wales. a number of registered 

belted galloway were imported from new Zealand in 

the following few years mainly in new south wales and 

victoria. additionally, ricky and Joyce stowe, bullsbrook 

western australia imported quite a lot of belties  from new 

Zealand in 1975. 

it would seem from the outset there have been two herd 

books registering belted galloway in australia. one was 

the australian belted galloway association formerly the 

australian belted galloway cattle breeders association. 

belted galloway were first registered with the australian 

belted galloway cattle breeders association in 1975. the 

other herd book was the new south wales belted galloway 

association which comprised seven breeders and had a 

prefix in the australian galloway association that catered 

for belted galloway. belted galloway were first allowed 

into that herd book in 1976. from the very beginning 

registration requirements differed in each association and it 

is interesting to note the changing differences in registration 

requirements up to the present time. 

on 1 august 1975 mr w heithersay (bill) convened a 

meeting for 30 august 1975 of persons interested in the 

formation of an association to promote the breeding 

of belted galloway beef cattle in the commonwealth of 

australia. there were 19 persons present with 7 apologies. 

at the meeting bill heithersay introduced henry excell who 

informed those present that the royal agricultural and 

horticultural society of south australia would be prepared 

to provide secretarial services at a reasonable cost for the 

first 12 months with a review at the end of that time of the 

work involved. also introduced by bill heithersay was athol 

malseed with a view to athol malseed being considered 

as a classifier in the event of an association being formed. 

as a result of that meeting the australian belted galloway 

cattle breeders association was formed with henry excell 

appointed public officer, the ra&hs of south australia 

secretary and athol malseed classifier for a period of two 

years. mrs yvonne heithersay was appointed patron, bill 

heithersay the inaugural president and mr Jmck blackwell 

vice-president.

at this time members were breeding other breeds with 

a small interest in belted galloway. the association was 

formed because of the beef qualities, conformation and 

striking good looks  of belted galloway with the aim 

to promote belted galloway for commercial and stud 

purposes and to maintain a high standard of excellence.

in an endeavour to build numbers in the belted galloway 

herd book the a, b, c and d grading/classing of belted 

short history
 By judITh mCKInnon

of belted galloway in australia  

galloway was used by the classifiers. this applied to both 

bulls and females. belted galloway imported from new 

Zealand were also classified even though they may have 

been fully registered in the new Zealand herd book. for the 

first two years of the association classification was based 

on conformation and having a classifier inspect the cattle 

to meet the a, b, c and d requirements the herd book. 

the first classification took place on 11 november 1975 and 

at the agm in 1979 1,380 females and 132 bulls had been 

classified across 20 different properties with 38 registered 

herds at that time, a significant increase in the numbers in 

1976 of 479 females and 22 bulls. in the event the classifier 

deemed any animal was not up to the standard for which 

it was eligible the classifier could down-grade that animal 

to another grade. 

up to 1977 the classification worked along the following 

lines:

an angus or a galloway was a “d” and if she produced a 

perfectly marked heifer with excellent conformation it was 

classified “a” by an official classifier. but if the heifer had 

white feet, part belt or any other unwanted characteristic 

it was classified “c” or “b” depending on the severity of the 

characteristics. 

classification changed in 1978 so that the a, b, c and d 

classification related to females only. a bull was only 

eligible for entry into the herd book where that bull was the 

progeny of mating between a registered belted galloway 

bull and a registered a-grade female. 

the d classification for females was changed to base 

breeding female being either pure bred angus or pure 

bred galloway  and then further changed in 1980 to d 

grade females – base breeding female being either pure 

bred angus or pure bred galloway and approved belted 

galloway.  again, in 1982 the d grade classification was 

amended to read base breeding females being either 

registered stud angus, registered stud red angus, registered 

stud galloways, or registered stud red polls . 

in 1982 because of a time lag between the request for 

classification and classification occurring, together with the 

costs involved, the committee approved classifiers in each 

state. for western australian classifications, due to the cost 

of airfares at that time, mr la hemley, a prominent breeder 

of poll hereford and also the official classifier and inspector 

for the angus society, the murray greys and other breeds, 

was appointed classifier for belted galloway.

during 1984 the association became aware of the 

a-mannosidosis gene in belted galloway and, for the 

betterment of the breed, initiated a requirement that as 

of 31 december 1985 all belted galloway submitted for 

classification and/or registration in the association herd 

book had to be progeny of registered males and females 

that had been tested free of a-mannosidosis and no 

animal could be transferred unless it was certified free of 

a-mannosidosis. additionally, all bulls found to be carriers 

of a-mannosidosis were required to be slaughtered (unless 

required for scientists for research purposes) and that bull 

calves found to be ‘carriers’ of a-mannosidosis be denied 

registration in the herd book. 

in an endeavour to further strengthen the belted galloway 

breed the association ruled that all bull calves born as of 
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1 July 1990 had to be by sires and dams who themselves 

had four known generations of breeding on both sides, thus 

the sire and the dam were 5th generation and their progeny 

6th generation. this was amended at the 1994 agm so 

that all bull calves born on or after 1 January 1994 having 5 

generations of known breeding be accepted thereby bringing 

the association in line with the majority of galloway societies 

around the world.

pending the 1990 ruling re the registration of bulls, any breeder 

had the right to have their cattle re-classified in accordance 

with genetic considerations and not in accordance with 

factors based predominantly on conformation as accepted 

at the inauguration of the australian belted galloway cattle 

breeders association (inc).

it was not until 1987 that artificial insemination and embryo 

transfer was written into the rules and regulations of the 

association. this technology had been around since the 

1940’s and it was accepted that the use of existing technology 

would increase the availability of new bloodlines.

at the 1988 agm the association advised members the 

classification system was to be replaced with registration 

subject to the regulations of the association which would 

reduce costs and reduce delay between classification and 

registration and that as of 1 august 1989 members were 

to make their own classifications and tattoo their animals 

accordingly. classifiers were still available to carry out stud 

classification if members wished. it was also noted that the 

royal melbourne show would not accept exhibits unless they 

were at least 93.75% breeding and this is still the same today. 

sydney royal show had and has the same requirement. the 

adelaide royal show accepts exhibits as per the individual 

society rules and regulations.

members were advised at the agm in 1993 that investigations 

were underway regarding computerisation of registrations 

and records and that the data recorded would become the 

property of the association. this eventuated in 1999. similarly, 

it was suggested in 1997 that the association change its 

name from the australian belted galloway cattle breeders 

association to australian belted galloway association inc. 

this transpired in 2000. at the same agm the question of 

registering miniature belted galloway arose. 

it was at the agm in 1998 that the association resolved to 

register miniature belted galloway in the appendix section of 

the herd book with the proviso that neither it nor its progeny 

were to be transferred back to the general section and that 

the same criteria apply to registering miniatures as to general 

animals apart from height, with the height measurements 

being 125 cm hip height for bulls and 120 cm hip height for 

females. these rules were amended in 2004 to: bull 10 to 12 

months 110cm, to a maximum of 125cm, and female 10 to 12 

months  -  105cm, to a maximum of 120cm and then further 

amended in 2007 to as of the 25th July 1998, miniature belted 

galloway cattle can be registered with the association, as an 

apendix to the herd book.

once an animal is registered as a miniature belted galloway, it 

or its progeny will not be allowed back into the general section 

of the herd book without the letters poms after its name 

and then in 2009 the wording was finessed to registration 

of miniature belted galloway’s will follow the same criteria as 

general section animals - males to be no more than 125cm 

hip height and females to be no more than 120cm hip height. 

animals which exceed these hip heights can no longer be 

regarded as miniatures and should be transferred to the 

general herd book with the letters poms after their names.

2001 saw the production of the association’s first annual 

which was a resounding success and an annual continued to 

be produced up to and including 2007 after which breeder’s 

guides were published. 2015 will see a return to the annual 

format. it is anticipated the annual will become a two-yearly 

occurrence.

after many years of discussion and a push by members 

toward uniformity of rules between the three associations, 

2011 saw the introduction of dna testing of bulls as a 

registration requirement as of 1 January 2011. 2011 was a big 

year because it also saw the approval of the use of unlicensed 

semen as of the above date, provided the bull was tested 

for pestivirus, leptospirosis, vibriosis and dna was recorded 

together with provision to the office of photos of both sides 

of the bull to verify no mismarking.

to date the association has awarded three members with 

honorary life memberships for services above and beyond 

to the belted galloway breed. the first recipient was stanley 

robinson, cumbria partners in 2001, followed by hume 

macdonald, belmont park, clan ranald and wilmac in 2004 

and finally eve cullen, hawkshead in 2006.

belted galloway were first shown in australia at adelaide in 

1976 and have been shown in adelaide continuously since 

(ie, without a break in showing). the first feature show of 

belted galloway was in 1978 at mt gambier with 8 breeders 

from 3 states exhibiting. belted galloway were first shown at 

melbourne in 1977, perth and sydney in 1978 and brisbane 

(ekka) in 1999.

membership of the association grew steadily for a number 

of years, plateauing in 2003 at 158 members. cattle numbers 

grew quickly with the classification system thereby providing 

funds enabling the association to thrive and prosper. however, 

with typical australian conditions (as dorothy mackellar said in 

her poem my country) of sweeping plains, ragged mountain 

ranges, droughts and flooding rains the numbers of cattle 

registered have correlated to the conditions of the moment. 

belted galloway have now spread throughout australia from 

southern australia, through the inland, up the birdsville track 

and northern australia displaying the versatility and adaptability 

of belted galloway.

from the very early days of the association there have been 

concerted efforts on the part of all associations to form one 

association registering belted galloway. unfortunately, i can 

only, quote the french novelist Jean-baptiste alphonse karr, 

and say that after almost 40 years of negotiation the more 

things change the more they stay the same.

having said that, all associations have been working together 

toward uniform rules for showing belted galloway with 

more work to be done and are still working together on 

the classification of registered belted galloway. further, one 

can never say ‘never’. the phrase united we stand, divided 

we fall has been used from ancient greek times (the ancient 

storyteller aesop), the bible in the new testament and most 

famously in modern times by the us founding father John 

dickinson in his pre-revolutionary war song. 

i believe strongly that belted galloway must unite both as 

a breed and breeders breeding a marvellously under-rated 

breed of cattle to thrive and prosper and that if there must 

be three associations registering belted galloway in australia 

then let us work together for the betterment of the breed. 

when that transpires i adamantly believe belted galloway will 

become a breed recognised for the qualities it can give to 

the meat industry. the meat qualities have been proven in 

the numerous carcass competitions throughout australia. it is 

we, the keepers of the breed, that have to make that happen.

Granite Belties
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We oBTAIned our fIrST Belted Galloways in 1998.  

Two A class heifers in calf and an unjoined B class heifer. 

We scored with the first 2 calves born being heifers and 

so our stud was under way.

our reasons for choosing belties? …. we wanted a breed 

that wasn’t too large to handle, were a bit out of the 

ordinary and besides we had a bit of scottish ancestory 

in our grandparents so belties gave us a bit of a link with 

our heritage.  

what do we think of the results of our choice...... 

challenging.

i have a bit of a motto, always get the bad news over 

with first. and the bad news... you will almost always get 

hammered in the mainstream markets when you go to 

sell your commercial belties. i am speaking here of the 

live auction sales as these are probably the easiest for 

most to access when coming to sell a few head. 

the belt and the shaggy coat seems to be a flag for the 

buyers to say, “just another hobby farmer”, and not be 

prepared to give a fair price for the cattle. 

other negatives: belties will almost never outperform 

on a growth rate, weight for age basis compared to the 

more popular breeds.

neither will they have the muscling that can be 

obtained with the european breeds of cattle. so from a 

commercial perspective, belties will not be in the race; 

what’s that saying; you can’t fight city hall!!  

however, things are not all bad, it is just going to make 

things a bit harder. although we have predominately 

a stud, we are very conscious of the need to have a 

commercial outlook and i guess it is those traits that 

we are looking for in our cattle. due to our experiences 

selling steers at auction, we started direct marketing the 

meat.

predominately we sell mixed quarters of beef, cut and 

packed by the butcher ready for the freezer. the thing 

that we have found quite perplexing in all this marketing 

game is that we have heard unsolicited positive 

comments like, “where did this meat come from? we 

aren’t able to buy anything like it in the supermarket!” 

Observations
 By ColIn WAlKer

of a qld beltie breeder 

we ourselves of course are a bit spoiled and we get used 

to the quality of it i guess. Just find it strange that the 

message doesn’t get through to the mainstream meat 

buyers.

although we have entered led steer competitions before, 

for the first time in 2014 we have had steers go right 

through from led steer to carcase competition so were 

very keen to get the results. although unplaced in the 

led section, we have been encouraged by the carcase 

results.

at the brisbane royal show (ekka) in the Junior led steer 

carcase the steer entered attained equal 7th out of 65 

entries and the second steer entered at the toowoomba 

ag show interschool led steer/heifer competition 

attained 3rd out of 27.

these competitions were against all breeds and using 

msa grading system so for pure beltie steers to be in 

the top 20% is very satisfying. we acknowledge the staff 

and students of downlands college in toowoomba for 

preparing and showing these steers for us.

so if we can just offer one piece of advice. when you are 

looking for a market for your beltie steers, and don’t want 

to go the direct market road, aim to sell across the hooks 

as i believe this is the only way you can be assured of fair 

market price. a word of warning though: make sure your 

animals are properly finished as an unfinished animal will 

only bring you grief and you will battle to get repeat sales.

for us, this means finishing off on a grain mix, and i don’t 

mean just a few weeks. our experience is it will take at 

least 120 to 150 days on grain to get the sort of finish we 

need. unfortunately, we don’t get a long enough season 

to finish on green grass.

which brings me to another aspect of the area we live 

and farm. we had a ten year period of drought followed 

by a couple of years with above average rainfall and 

some flood rains and now we are back in drought.

it is so very hard to maintain a pattern of calving in our 

cows as without fresh green grass most of the cows 

don’t cycle especially if they are feeding a calf. you see a 

new calf born and have hopes for it but then 6 months 

later there has still not been enough rain and you know 

the calf will never perform to its genetic potential. the 

resilience of the belties though does amaze me at times.

on the subject of mismarking. the experience in our 

stud herd over the years is approximately 14% of calves 

born have been mismarked with either a broken belt, or 

white on the feet or tail.

where do i see the future of belties? ... sorry, next 

question.

i do admire the work that ones like the snaith family 

in victoria are doing with their direct marketing and 

promotional work. as much as i would love to see some 

serious long term research done on the breed, i know it 

is not going to happen unless there is someone with very 

deep pockets and a substantial number of cattle to make 

the results meaningful

i believe that belties will remain a boutique breed, enjoyed 

by those that want to take up the challenge.

lown brae during ‘feast’ lown brae during ‘famine’ 
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red oChre STud proudly CArrIeS the name of one 

of Australia’s most well known red Belted Galloway 

bulls, oradala red ochre mountain.

oradala stud was established in 2000 in south australia. 

i became the manager shortly after, and there began my 

passion and love of the belted galloway breed.

in 2002 new genetics from superior usa and canadian 

bloodlines were imported enabling oradala stud to 

produce top quality red belted galloway cattle. in 

2003, during a prolonged drought, oradala was forced 

to disperse. the dispersal of oradala stud saw the most 

well known pair of red belted galloways, chilli pepper 

and red ochre mountain make their way to their new 

home on the outskirts of sydney.

during their show careers both had many successes 

at country and royal shows. red ochre’s show career 

highlight was achieving both supreme exhibit as a Junior 

and then as a senior, back to back years at sydney royal 

2004 and 2005.

foundation genetics from chilli pepper and red ochre 

are still part of the stud’s breeding program today. to 

enable us to continue producing quality animals we 

have introduced black belted genetics. red ochre stud’s 

focus is on breeding red belted galloway, however 

remain committed to producing cattle that possess 

superior characteristics and traits. with consideration 

for commercial production, red ochre stud has 

always sourced bulls offering acceptable daily weight 

gains and eye muscle areas. the introduction of black 

belted genetics allows us to maintain our standard. red 

ochre progeny have been successful in several steer 

competitions, and he still holds the highest ema record 

for the belted galloway breed at sydney royal show. 

2013 saw the return of owner pam brown to the show 

ring, proudly presenting clanfingon vagabond, a black 

belted bull, at the national show and sale in bendigo. 

vagabond achieved reserve Junior champion bull, and 

in 2014 was reserve champion bull at sydney royal 

show.

owners John maiolo and pam brown remain passionate 

about the breed and are looking forward to relocating 

from our current property to a much larger acreage. 

being fortunate to have been able to begin our journey 

with chilli pepper and red ochre producing those deep 

red big capacity cows and amazing temperaments, our 

focus in the future is to offer new genetics, built on 

those foundations, to the belted galloway breed.

red ochre stud
By pAm BroWn & john mAIolo 
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2014 WAS A GreAT yeAr for Belted Galloway in South 

Australia seeing a rise in inquiries for Belted Galloways 

generally but in particular Belted Galloway bulls.

belted galloway were exhibited at mannum, mt pleasant 

and adelaide shows. what i am very pleased to be able 

to report is that every animal exhibited was beautifully 

presented regardless of whether it was a country show 

or a royal show.

the beginning of 2015 saw the sale of a daughter 

herd from clanfingon to the greatley stud in western 

australia. what was really exciting was that as new 

owners of cattle, eleonora and eli flew back from 

western australia and exhibited the animals they had 

purchased at the mt pleasant show. although there 

were no ribbons to take home the experience was one 

of immense learning, fun and continuing friendships.

samuel vivian attended the sa heifer expo with a belted 

heifer. the sa heifer expo is attended by young people 

aged from 8 years to 23 years from all areas of australia 

and generally has two or three students from overseas 

countries. it is quite possibly the leading learning show 

for young people in australia about cattle, showing and 

the cattle industry. most young people attending the 

week long course in the July school holidays go on to 

be successful leaders in the cattle industry.

the first weekend of september saw belted galloway 

shown at the adelaide royal with 5 exhibitors. in addition 

to the actual showing of belted galloway there were 

two steers entered in the hoof and hook section.  two 

schools were given the opportunity to participate in the 

hoof and hook competition by hume macdonald who 

supplied a steer to each of the schools.

2015 also saw our second free 12 months membership 

being awarded. south australia is trialling for a limited 

time the grant of an initial 12 month membership to 

prospective new stud breeders in an endeavour to raise 

member numbers and reduce the number of registered 

animals leaving the herd book in south australia. i guess 

only time will tell whether this initiative will bear fruit. 

we welcome into the belted galloway south australian 

family dr Johannes steyn and his wife renè and John 

and Jan west and hope they will enjoy and love their 

belted galloway as much as i do mine.

there have been a number of commercial belted 

galloway sold through the yards under the auction 

system and most unfortunately they have been receiving 

very poor prices, eg a typical price in the saleyard has 

been at best $275 and very often less for cow/calf pairs 

which is several hundred dollars below the average 

obtained for other breeds. this is an issue which needs 

to be addressed and i think can only be tackled by south 

australian members working with those who purchase 

their animals and coaching them on presentation at sale 

and method of sale, ie my preferred method of sale is 

direct over the hooks to the abattoir where i obtain a 

very good price for what i produce.

south australia

 STATe reporT

 By judITh mCKInnon

muCh lIKe The reST of 

AuSTrAlIA, 2014 has been 

a challenging year for all 

cattle breeders in nSW, with 

drought still affecting large 

areas of the state.

with continued threat 

of fires and unseasonal 

weather conditions, breeders 

supported various shows and field days throughout the year. 

considering the challenges, it was encouraging to see 

an increase in belted galloway entries for the sydney 

royal show. the female classes saw a strong line up 

and congratulations go to merv and beth presland for 

presenting the supreme exhibit, bekadan hollywood. 

we welcomed the entry of a new stud, northholm 

grammer school, where students displayed a great 

deal of enthusiasm for the belted galloway breed and 

commitment to their presentation. 2014 also saw the 

return of pam brown and John maiolo (red ochre) to 

the sydney royal show ring after a long absence. 

as has been the case in recent years, canberra royal 

show had difficulty attracting any significant numbers of 

standard sized belted galloway exhibitors or any abga 

members. support of miniature belted galloway and 

miniature galloway classes has been strong in the act 

due to a large member base of miniature breeders in 

this area, catering to the small farm enthusiast. 

a bitterly cold bathurst royal pretty much attracted 

the same number of standard sized belted galloway 

exhibits, as well as a small number of miniature belted 

galloways. first time entry into the show ring by kate 

and John blackwood (ashrose) was rewarded by taking 

home the supreme exhibit, awarded to ashrose dinah. 

also, worthy of congratulations for their hard work in 

preparing 2 Jandrew (andrew monaghan) heifers, were 

the 37 students from all saints college, bathurst. 

in relative isolation from the rest of the members in 

nsw, a small group of belted galloway breeders in 

the northern rivers area of nsw have worked hard 

throughout the year to represent the breed at various 

shows and field days. in June, the primex field days 

were held in casino. being some 700 kilometres north 

of sydney, casino is considered one of australia’s largest 

beef centres.

members bryan and marion watts (crystall waters) 

and phill morrow and vicki iggleden (dragonbridge), 

supported by the hepburn family, presented an exhibit 

that drew much interest. this group has also displayed 

their cattle at shows such as nimbin, mullumbimby and 

alstonville. 

commercial promotion has been well supported this 

year. entries in carcass competitions have been steadily 

increasing with at least 13 belted galloway or crosses 

participating in various events in nsw. special mention 

and congratulations are forwarded to nick faseas 

(splendid solitude) for achieving 86.869 points for his 

entry in the wingham beef week. results such as these 

are encouraging for the breed as a whole and create 

benchmarks for others to aspire to. 

nsw membership has been active with events well 

supported this year. however, lack of support of the 

standard sized belted galloway at canberra royal 

indicates a need for more encouragement from the 

association and the members to promote in this area. 

the canberra royal venue has excellent facilities with 

an easy camaraderie displayed between exhibitors. i do 

believe the ‘wash bay disco’ has origins here!! 

New South Wales

 STATe reporT 

 By pAm BroWn 
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 usa
the belted galloway society in the united states sends 

congratulations to the australian belted galloway 

association for promoting belted galloways for the past 

40 years. we understand and appreciate the hard work 

and dedication it takes to maintain a functional, effective 

volunteer organization for that many years.

the belted galloway society in the us was initially 

organized in 1951 and incorporated in 1964. in the early 

years, the society had a limited number of members 

and animals, as i’m sure was the case in australia. 

fortunately, due to the increased popularity of the 

breed in the past few years, the number of belties has 

increased, which has grown our member numbers to 

over 1000, distributed throughout the country.

the advent of the internet and social media has 

markedly increased the public exposure of belties. the 

society provides financial assistance to regional groups’ 

shows and exhibitions, in addition to sponsoring a 

national show and sale along with the annual meeting 

in louisville, ky. in addition, the society produces a 

monthly newsletter and several informational brochures 

and publications promoting the breed.

in 2010, the belted galloway society entered into 

a contract with the canadian livestock records 

corporation to handle the society’s membership, 

registration and transfer work.  clrc’s expertise and 

experience has provided our members with professional 

handling of their applications and offers internet access 

to information regarding our members and their animals.  

the belted galloway foundation, formed in 2002, 

has provided funds to develop our breeders manual, a 

selection guide, scholarships, support youth activities 

and funded a nutritional study of belted galloway meat. 

hopefully 2015 will be the beginning of another successful 

50 years of promoting belted galloway in australia.

Vic eGGleston, dVM executive director,
Belted Galloway Society, Inc.

Belted Galloway

OVERSEAS
international reports

norThWeST VICTorIA is currently in drought 

conditions. The hay and grain harvest has been brought 

forward, but for some farmers there is no harvest.

there was no run off with the winter rains, so dams 

didn’t fill. i encourage everyone to implement their long 

term farm drought planning. 

in february, cumbria partners and wilkamdai stud 

belted galloways were part of the stock n land beef 

week.. then in march they had a stand at the ballarat 

farm expo. these were very successful exhibitions for 

both cattle sales and breed promotions.

warialda belted galloways beef shines again. 

congratulations to allen and lizette snaith on their 

gold medal win in the abc delicious magazine’s 

produce awards, winning the best product in the “from 

the paddock” section in sydney on the 14th July 2014. 

the awards are judged by a panel of eminent chefs and 

food suppliers. the snaith’s grass-fed heritage belted 

galloway beef was the winner from 27 finalists. the 

snaiths have been medalists over the past couple of 

years, and the win this year is a very deserving reward 

for their hard work over the past 30 years.

the royal melbourne show kicked off the victorian shows 

with its spring show. from there the shows roll around 

from the western side of victoria, onto the northern 

parts and then to the east in the summer and autumn. 

congratulation goes to ashleigh michael (ashleigh 

park belted galloways) who was the most successful 

exhibitor at the royal melbourne show and in his 27th 

year of exhibiting there. there were 7 exhibitors with 26 

belted galloways entered. there were many handlers 

involved to get all the 5 groups of 3 in the ring for the 

breeders group. it was a spectacular sight with 15 belties 

plus calves filling the ring. a great display and indeed a 

credit to all the breeders on their beautiful presentation. 

our wonderful breeder and promoter allan snaith was 

stewarding in the ring, ensuring everything run smoothly. 

swan hill runs a very popular show, and cumbria 

partners came home with a swag of prizes including the 

reserve champion bull in the interbreed bull classic. 

following on, the royal geelong show had two belted 

galloway heifers placed 4th in their different age 

groups in the interbreed heifer classic. i must mention 

the competition was strong. they had to split judge 2 

classes due to the enormous numbers. to complete 

the classic judging evening, the belted galloway pair 

of heifers came 3rd in the interbreed heifer pairs. on 

the saturday, grandview belted galloways took out the 

supreme exhibit for the belted galloways. next year 

the royal geelong show would like to have the belted 

galloways as their feature breed. they have wonderful 

facilities, it is easy to get to and they make you most 

welcome. so i encourage breeders to get behind this 

show in 2015 to showcase their stud and the breed.

following on from geelong, the warrnambool show 

hosted belted galloways as their feature breed this year. 

unfortunately the show was held on the friday which 

made it difficult for many breeders to attend. credit 

must be given to rachel alexander for all her hard work 

in organising this event. she is a young enthusiastic 

breeder who is actively showing and promoting the 

breed. cumbria partners took out the supreme belted 

galloway exhibit with a heifer. although the heifer beat 

the bull in the belties, the cumbria partners bull went 

onto be judges senior interbreed bull champion. well 

done to rachel on winning the Junior Judging 15 -25 

years competition and this means she will be off to 

royal melbourne show next year to compete. 

at the ballarat show there was total of 106 beef cattle 

entries, which was fantastic for the region and of these 

there were 17 belted galloway entries, equalling the 

number of charolais which were the feature breed. in 

one class of the interbreed heifer classic, the belted 

galloways outnumbered the other breeds 6 to 1. the 

following day, grandview belted galloways won both 

victoria
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the champion belted galloway female and male. young 

kai bakker won the Junior Judging 12 – 15 years on his 

13th birthday. this was a personal best and a fabulous 

birthday present. 

next show weekend was clunes show where the belted 

galloways placed 2nd out of eight in the interbreed 

pairs on the saturday and sunday it was the beaufort 

show. beaufort is popular with many breeders because 

all exhibitors enjoy a shared lunch after judging. 

many friends are made at the shows, both with breeders 

from belted galloways and other breeds. everyone 

pitches in to help when help is needed, especially when 

it comes to parading the cattle in the show ring. showing 

has helped me a lot in learning about the breed and 

the beef industry. i managed to find time to watch the 

dairy judging at ballarat and learnt a lot of their genetic 

mapping by talking to their judge and breeders. dairying 

seems to be more advanced in their ebv’s than the beef 

industry. 

to conclude, there seems to be more judges appreciating 

the qualities of the belted galloway and not just judging 

them on the standards of a european beef animal or 

bigger is best. i hope this trend continues. i give credit to 

francie maclean who once wrote, “belties breed better 

beef”. so judges take note and it’s a great promotional 

slogan. 

VIC State Report Contd.
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 canada
hello fellow galloway breeders and enthusiasts, i would like 

to share with you some of the activities with in the canadian 

galloway association (cga) over the past year. once again 

variable weather has presented challenges to the canadian 

agricultural industry. this past winter was longer then the 

previous year, leading into a damper and cooler spring. 

these resulted into a delayed seeding and later turn out to 

pasture, and a late start to haying season. as farmers and 

producers we find a way to over come obstacles and make 

do with what we are given.

in canada cattle prices have been on a steady incline 

since last January and most producers are making a profit 

whether it be on calves, yearlings, cows or bulls. prices for 

feeder calves are ranging from $1.70 - $3.90/lb at respective 

weights from 300-1000 lbs. market cows or bulls are 

running for $0.95 - $1.55/lb with bred cows at $1600 - 

$2500 and cow/calf pairs going for $1800 - $2350. these 

prices reflect commercial values. 

i personally sold all my marketable calves for $1100/each 

with an average weight of 400lbs, the most i have ever 

gotten in my brief time as a cattle producer. feed grain 

prices are lower and easier for feedlot producers to feed 

cattle and make a profit. hopefully this trend will continue 

and provided for more good years like the one we just had. 

last march these same higher prices also were seen in a 

few purebred galloway sales that were held by alberta plaid 

& guests galloway sale & genuine genetics galloway sale 

showing that there is still demand for purebred galloway 

cattle.

the eastern canadian galloway members have been 

busy exhibiting their cattle at various fall fairs like erin, 

acton, & rockton, just to name a few as well as  junior 

shows and trade shows. the western canadian galloway 

members participated in private bull and female sales, the 

canadian bull congress and a few breeders are going to be 

displaying cattle at farm fair international edmonton. cga 

members who participate in these events all help promote 

the galloway breed and are always willing to share their 

experience with the cattle, the benefits and attributes to the 

galloway bred.

membership in canada has increased with most of our 

newly added breeders residing in alberta or ontario. in 

addition to new members we have also seen an increase 

in the number of cattle registered and transferred which 

seems to be a result of the associations newly adopted fee 

schedule for registrations and transfers.

this year we held our annual meeting in stratford, ontario 

combined with farm tours to cranberry hill galloways, 

brad & colleen card’s, chris & yvonne schapp’s, suncrest 

& sunrise galloways, greg & marie blake’s, glenfiddich 

galloways, the mcilwraith family and bev burtis’s 

operations. great hospitality, a shared common interest 

and galloway enthusiasts lead to a good time had by all.

the cga had made a goal early this year to try and update our 

image. July we launched our new look with a new website 

with content and information managed by the association to 

keep things current and up to date. so please feel free to check 

it out and let us know what you think - www.galloway.ca.

the cga executive & board of directors for 2014 - 2015 

include: president - brian a. robertson tri-r-way livestock, 

vice president - marie blake sunrise, executive secretary 

simon lagacé ferme du rapid, secretary treasurer ron 

black and directors  bob airth walking a ranches, Jim 

king chickadee farm, James kurz green way and steve 

schweer alberta plaid.

the associations leadership goal is to promote galloway 

cattle benefits to both commercial and pure bred cattle 

producers. hopefully we will recruit more new members 

and have more galloway genetics in cattle operations. i 

would like to extend an invitation to anyone who wants to 

visit canada to come see our breeders and view our cattle.  

you are always welcomed! i would also like to wish you 

success and prosperity in the year to come.

 nZ
i am pleased to report the galloway cattle society of nZ 

is in good heart. we have a membership of 135 and during 

the 2013 year there were a total of 380 registrations, that 

being 255 belteds, 88 whites and 37 standards. these 

are very good results. the most exciting is the standards 

registrations - from 4 registrations, including only 1 

female in 2008 - to 37 this past year.

the standard galloway is the founding breed type of 

our breed and we have worked hard to preserve and 

encourage the breeding of this breed type amongst our 

breeders to achieve the result we have now.

in new Zealand, the galloway breed is expanding not 

only in numbers but also genetically. there has been 

injections imported semen from the uk, usa and 

australia to compliment our uniquely pure belted and 

standard bloodlines.

cow numbers in the south island have dramatically 

increased in recent years, with an excess of 400 

breeding females, with some of the larger herds of 30 

plus breeding females. this increase has been reflected 

in the showing and promotion of galloway’s in the south 

island through large numbers of breeders showing and 

a strong southern breeders group in the deep south.

promotion has been strong over the past year through 

the website, gazette, facebook and having a strong 

presence at shows and field days throughout the 

country. we as a breed have made big in roads at 

competing alongside other breeds at shows and in heifer 

competitions. our galloway cattle are getting ribbons 

and mentions from judges when footing it against 

other breeds such as angus, hereford, simmental and 

charolais etc in the show ring.

we as a breed are proving that we do have an animal 

that is commercially viable and has qualities that can 

benefit our nZ beef industry. it has been a thrill over 

the last couple of years to see galloway’s pulled up into 

the top 6 at major shows in the meat & wool cups and 

yearling championships.

likewise it has been a thrill to have heard of belted 

yearling heifers being judged 1st against other well 

established breeds and breeders - my belteds even 

beating my own group of angus heifers!!

there has been mixed results in livestock sales, success 

for some breeders while sales have been slower for 

others. this perhaps would be in part due to the supply 

starting to meet demand particularly in belted breeding 

females. demand for belted bulls in the south island has 

been exceptional in the dairy industry.

other parts of the country are experiencing the same 

demand for bulls. at the end of the day, the growing 

number of dairy farmers, have to get their cows and 

heifers pregnant to produce milk to make money and 

the galloway bull presents a good option for the dairy 

farmer being an easy calving, instant marker mating 

option. the galloway has that advantage over other 

heavier colourless breeds.

further to the live animal markets, we are realising that 

we are sitting on a wee gold mine of meat. underneath 

that cuteness, we have a product that is starting to get 

recognised as a superior product. i have people asking 

me for galloway meat - there are huge opportunities for 

us as a breed - our society is becoming more aware of 

what we eat.

as galloway breeders we are sitting on a product that 

can even make vegetarians mouths water. i have had an 

ex-president of the hereford society of nZ pull me aside 

and admit that he has put a galloway heifer in his freezer 

and to add to that, has commented that it has been the 

best beef he has ever tasted!!!

a couple of months ago i had an angus breeder sidle 

up to me and discretely ask - “how can i get some 

galloway animals.” we have a product that other breed 

stud breeders are talking about - this speaks volumes to 

me!

all members of the extended galloway world family 

are warmly welcome to visit our breeding herds in new 

Zealand. look on our website to find councillors and 

breeders willing to help with your enquires.

www.nzgalloway.co.nz

RoB Hall Secretary, financial Sub-committee, 
Breed management Sub-committee

Belted Galloway overseas

international reports

BRian RoBeRtson  president CGA
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2015 annual GrAnd ChAmpIon                 feATure ShoW

Perpetual Trophy pAST GrAnd ChAmpIonS on The perpeTuAl Trophy
AWArded By Gj & em mAlSeed In 1978 AT feATure ShoWS

bulls

1979 Royal adelaide sHow

pine hill robert
lm & Cl marinovich

1980 Royal adelaide sHow

pine hill dallas
lm & Cl marinovich

1986 tyRendaRRa

midfern Kingsley
Cumbria partners

1994 BallaRat

Shiralee moonshine
rick & Cheryl Cruff

1997 BeRwick

Ashleigh Grason
Ashleigh michael

1998 GeelonG

northfield rex
Warialda pastoral Co.

2001 Royal MelBouRne sHow

longfield Viper
Ian marjason

2002 Royal canBeRRa sHow

longfield roberto
Ian marjason

2003 Royal launceston sHow

Clanfingon limelight
judith mcKinnon

2005 toowooMBa Royal sHow

Cassaglen Winchester
david & Cheryl Skillington

2006 GeelonG

Wilkamdai Zikoma
Cameron & di Woolfe

2009 Royal MelBouRne sHow

Apriash delaware
Brendan & Trish Crowley

no photo available no photo available
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2015 annualGrAnd ChAmpIon                         feATure ShoW

Perpetual Trophy pAST GrAnd ChAmpIonS on The perpeTuAl Trophy
AWArded By j & r dAVIdSon AT feATure ShoWS

females

1979 Royal adelaide sHow

pine hill Banita
lm & Cl marinovich

1980 Royal adelaide sHow

Winnie royd daffy
mrs p martin

1986 tyRendaRRa

midfern Kinky
dot & neville Grimshaw 

1994 BallaRat

Shiralee oreo
rick & Cheryl Cruff

1997 BeRwick

Koralea Sarah lizzette
Warialda pastoral Co - Allen Snaith

1998 GeelonG

Koralea Sarah lizzette
Warialda pastoral Co - Allen Snaith

2001 Royal MelBouRne sHow

Warialda rita
Warialda pastoral Co - Allen Snaith

2002 Royal canBeRRa sHow

Wombledale Gemma
peter & Susan Burgess

no photo available no photo available

no photo available

2003 Royal launceston sHow

Bellandean margot

2005 toowooMBa Royal sHow

lown Brae yana
Colin & raeline Walker

2006 GeelonG

manoora park Aurelia
Bill Virtue

2009 Royal MelBouRne sHow

Ashleigh Chantal
michael Ashleigh

no photo available
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Sydney   
Melbourne   

Adelaide

2014 sydney Royal Show
Bekadan Hollywood (Pois) (mF)

Grand champion Belted Galloway Female

2014 sydney
Royal Show

clanfingon Vagabond
reserve senior champion

Belted Galloway Bull

2014 Melbourne
Royal Show

ashleigh Park Gwynnedd (Pois) (mF)
 with ashleigh Kingtide red (calf)

Grand champion
Belted Galloway Female

2014 Melbourne
Royal Show

ashleigh Park Harrison (Pois) (mF)
Grand champion

Belted Galloway Bull
& supreme Belted Galloway

2014 adelaide
Royal Show
Grandview Joshua
Grand champion

Belted Galloway Bull

2014 adelaide
Royal Show

clanfingon Venus (Pois) (mF)
with clanfingon Xaria (calf)

Grand champion
Belted Galloway Female

2014 Champions
show
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members 
Fairlight  FULL
Stephen Habermann
PO Box 2941
Nerang 4211
P: 0428 722 733
E: fairlightcattle@gmail.com
W: fairlightcattle.com.au

Freedom Rise  FULL
Baden Geeves
and Raymond Cross
12340 D’Aguilar Highway 
Yarraman 4614
P: 0417 859 799
E: freedomrise@bigpond.
com

Ger-Tadarach  FULL
Gerard Nagel
4655 Lowmead Road 
Berajondo 4674
P:  0413 411 231
E: gerardnagel@yahoo.
com.au

Granite Belt  FULL
Neill and Susan Gauld 
34 Lanham Avenue
Grange 4051
P:  0432 203 127
E: ngauld@optusnet.com.au

Highlander  FULL
Mervyn Newlands 
486 Hirstglen Road
Hirstglen  4359
P: 0427 931 927 Janet
    0447 778 266 Mervyn
E: newlandsjanet@
bigpond.com

Ironbark  FULL
Philippa Goninan 
329 Monaco Street, 
Broadbeach Waters 4218
P: 0418 729 049
E: philippa.goninan@
sundownpastoral.com.au

Linmoor Stud  
COMMERCIAL
KD and JE Moore 
348 Lowood Road
Glamorgan Vale 4306
P: 07 5426 1561
E: junken1@bigpond.com

Kermandi  FULL
Dion and Amy Robertson 
PO Box177
Geeveston 7116
P:  03 6297 9999
E: amyanddion@bigpond.
com

Kookaburra FULL
Glen and Karen Prien 
502 Ecclestone Road
Riverside  7250
P: 0488 317 271
E: glekar@bigpond.net.
au 

Mountain Grove  FULL
Lyndon Stevenson
183 Mountain River Road 
Grove 7109
P: 0438 308 100
E: lyndon.stevenson@
whitelion.asn.au

Clearvista  FULL
Newton & Anna Maddick 
44 Jarman Road, Nook 7306
P: 03 6492 3371
E: maddick6@bigpond.
com.au

qld
Benden Lodge  FULL
David Ziebell  
2-18 Mundoolun Road 
Jimboomba 4280
P: 0402 160 296
E:david.ziebell@bigpond.
com

Bella Vista  FULL
Bill De Maria
291 Foggs Road
Mt Samson 4520
P: 0414 747 012
E: daguilar_rose@hotmail.
com

Cassaglen  FULL 
David & Cheryl Skillington 
322 Glen Road, Warwick 4370
P: 0418 875 320
E: cassaglen_belties@
bigpond.com

Inverness  FULL
Nigel and Lisa Poulton
PO Box113
Naracoorte 5271
P: 0413 564 481
E: nigelpoulton@bigpond.
com

Inveryne  LIFE
Ross Templeman 
82 Avenue Road
Clarence Gardens 5039
P: 08 8293 7825

Knockando  FULL
Stephen and Robyn Vivian 
23 Rundle Road
Cowirra 5238
P: 0429 999 534
E: knockando@bigpond.
com

Wilmac  FULL
KL Wilson and Hume 
Macdonald
PO Box 344
Echunga 5153
P: 0418 825 407
E: belmpark@bigpond.
net.au

tas
Clearvista  FULL
Newton & Anna Maddick 
44 Jarman Road
Nook 7306
P: 03 6492 3371
E: maddick6@bigpond.
com.au

Edinburgh  JUNIOR
Lachlan Prien 
502 Ecclestone Road
Riverside 7250
P: 03 6327 1050
E: lacho.doco@gmail.com

Heatherfield  FULL 
Phillip & Jodie Horton
PO Box 368
Sorell 7172
P: 0417 658 504
E: heatherfield@bigpond.
com.au

wa
Petteet Park - FuLL 
Pamela Sealey
and Kevin Johnson
PO Box 766
York 6302
P: 08 9643 1003
E: randebreedsaust@
westnet.com.au

The Greatley Stud - FULL
Eli, Eleonora
and Lara Greatley 
PO Box 2188,
Warwick 6024
P: 0418 906 422
E: eleonoradbgreatley
@gmail.com

sa
Baltimore  JUNIOR
Samuel Vivian 
23 Rundle Road
Cowirra 5238
E: samuel.vivian@bigpond.
com

Belmont Park Belted
Galloway Stud  LIFE
Hume Macdonald  
PO Box 344, Echunga 5153
P: 0418 825 407
E: belmpark@bigpond.net.au

Bonnibelt  FULL
Tony & Joanne Kreher 
PO Box 15q1
Murray Bridge 5253
152 Otto Road
Murray Bridge North 5253
P: 0421 365 197
E: belts2beef@yahoo.
com.au

Clanfingon  FULL
Judith McKinnon
168 Cyanide Road
Mt Torrens 5244
P: 0410 840 827
E: mckinnonjudith@
internode.on.net

Lown Brae  FULL
Colin & Raeline Walker 
113 Love Road
Vale View 4352
P: 0428 730 218 
E: lownbraefarm@bigpond.
com

Springbrook  FULL
Rob Craig 
73 Velvet Downs Road 
Springbrook 4213
P: 0412 755 300
E: rob@bullswoolpark.com

Warrina Park  FULL
Jan Chant 
PO Box 822
Coolangatta 4225
P: 0407 904 348
E: janchant@hotmail.com

Whispering Fig  FULL
Virginia Bell
& Daniel Harrison 
125 Bond Road
King Scrub 4521
P: 0414 780 050
E: virginia.bell.au@gmail.
com

Yelkcar  FULL
Veronica & Darren Rackley 
PO Box 167
Rosewood 4340
P: 0408 015 771
E: rackleyv@bigpond.com

vic
Annies Lane  FULL
Annie Bennett 
PO Box 191, Ryo 3941
P: 0418 581 721
E: annieb35@gmail.com

Apriash Belted  FULL
Galloway Stud
Brendan & Patricia Crowley 
131 Johnston’s Road
VIC 3723
P: 0438 331 700
E: apriash@bigpond.com

Ashleigh Park  FULL
Belted Galloways
Ashleigh Michael 
8355 Bass Highway
Leongatha 3953
P: 0428 307 250
E: ashleigh_michael@
yahoo.com.au

Ballanbrae  FULL
Kay Dawson 
185 Anderson Road
Barabool 3221
P: 0407 896 665
E: ballanbrae2@bigpond.
com

Balnarring Farm  FULL
468 Stumpy Gully Road, 
Balnarring 3926 
P: 0419 337 023
E: sharon@eventers.com.
au

Baronga Park  FULL
Jill Archer 
101 Harrisons Road
Dromana 3936
P: 0434 479 348
E: jillarcher@optusnet.
com.au

Brookvale  FULL
B & S van Eyle 
PO Box 223
Malmsbury 3446
P: 0412 546 737
E: bve.sve@gmail.com

Bunyip River  FULL
Robert English 
790 Main Drain Road
Bayles 3981
P: 0418 365 361
E: renglish@netspace.
net.au

Heath Cameron  JUNIOR
310 Craigie Road
Mount Martha 3934
P: 0412 141 341 (Dad)
E: cameronpatterns@
iprimus.com.au

Campaspe  FULL 
Julie Oberin & Ian Tulloch 
PO Box 128, Axedale 3551
P:0419 539 346
E: julie.oberin@westnet.
org.au

Carinya Stud  LIFE
Terry Cliff 
2115 Hendy Main Road 
Freshwater Creek 3217
P: 0427 676 407

Castella Belties  FULL
Jacqui Rabel
and Mike Hutchinson
220 Castella Road
Castella 3777
P: 0449 004 469
E: jacquirabel@hotmail.
com

Clifden  FULL
Lindy Smith 
426 Yarragon-Leongatha Rd 
Yarragon 3823
P: 0408 827 896
E: enquiries@clifden.com.
au

Culbrae  FULL
Robert Lucas 
15 Arthur Street
Fairfield 3078
P: 0402 082 092
E: rob@unigate.com.au
Cumbria Partners  LIFE
Stanley Robinson 
80 Woodnaggerak Road 
Buangor 3375
P: 03 5349 7321

Steve Davis  COMMERCIAL
1003 Portland/Nelson 
Road Gorae West 3305
P: 0429 096 887 
E: steveallisondavis@
hotmail.com

Robert Deboer  
COMMERCIAL
480 Lustia Park Road
Hoddles Creek 3139
P: 0419 564 735
E: robdeboer@bigpond.
com

Ross Dickie  ASSOCIATE
PO Box 5069
Laburnum 3130
P: 039878 9741
E: rosslain1@bigpond.com

Alistair  ASSOCIATE
& Lindy Drayton 
PO Box 1226
Barwon Heads 3227
P: 0418 522 522
E: alistair@drayton.com.au

Drysdale  FULL
Joe Spiteri 
Spiteri Properties
50 Reserve Road
Drysdale Vic 3222
P: 03 5253 1073
M: 0415 431 889
E: jcspiteri@yahoo.com

Fernhills  FULL
Michael Spencer 
35 Little Victoria Street
Fitzroy 3065
P: 0439 381 144
E: michael@fernhills.com.
au

Flaggy Creek  FULL
David Ginders
125 Flaggy Creek Road
Flaggy Creek 3875
P: 0439 611 459
E: davidginders@hotmail.
com

Forest Brow Belties  FULL
P Anne Edwards 
PO Box 153
Boolarra 3870
P: 0407 055 177
E: anneedwards4@
bigpond.com

Four Winds  FULL
Belted Galloway Stud
Virginia and David Jackman 
355 Slade Hill Road
Hazel Park 3966
P:  0419 307 941
E: vjackman99@hotmail.
com

Glenthompson  COMMERCIAL   
Pastoral Co Pty Ltd
Ted Mann 
450 Larra Road
Derrinallum 3325
P: 0418 368 694
E: admin@glenthompson
pastoral.com.au

Glenmerritt  FULL
Belted Galloways
Trevor Campbell 
PO Box 153
Boolarra 3870
P: 0402 346 755
E: ztetdc12@gmail.com

Glenblairie  FULL 
AJ and EA Eyles 
589 Williams Road 
Kooroocheang 3364
P: 0428 329 076
E: arie@activ8.net.au

Grandview  FULL
Anne and Adele Wilson 
158 Mt Blackwood Road 
Myrniong 3341
P: 0418 139 621
E: anne.w5@bigpond.com

Grayden Park  FULL
John McQuay 
107 Graydens Road
Tuerong 3915
P: 0412 322 297
E: jvictorm@iprimus.com.
au

Gum Tree Lane  FULL
Karen Barnes 
PO Box 348
Somerville 3912
P: 0412 347 233
E: gary.karen3@bigpond.
com

Alexander Heatly 
COMMERCIAL
565 Ross Creek Haddon Rd 
Haddon 3351
P: 03 5342 5254

Hillmartin Grove  FULL
Colin Hall  
92 Hillmartin Road
Diamond Creek 3089
P: 0414 846 160
E: thedesignery@ozemail.
com.au

Jalaway  FULL
Alison Hilli & Neale 
Vorbach 105 River 
Connection Road Willow 
Grove 3825
P: 0429 796 586 (Alison)
0418 515 013 (Neale)
E: jalaway@live.com.au

Karandrea  FULL
Robby and Jan Davidson 
RSD, Binginwarri 3966
P: 03 5185 1341
E: karandrea@skymesh.
com.au

Koralea  FULL
Belted Galloways
Jody & Lorna Andrews  
80 Woodnaggerak Road 
Buangor 3375
P:  03 5349 7321

Landleben  FULL
Paul and Helen Hibbins 
PO Box 684
Ocean Grove 3226
P: 0414 253 481
E: dinobyte1@dodo.com.au

Christine & Stephen Little 
COMMERCIAL
350 Mitchell Road
Kialla 3631
P: 0408 102 654
E: thelittles@mcmedia.com.au

Lytton Grange  FULL
Andrea Tierney 
290 Grubb Road
RSD Drysdale 3222
P: 0438 563 804
E: paul@intricut.com.au

Manoora Park  FULL
Bill and Alison Virtue 
3565 Mount William Road, 
Tatyoon 3378
P: 035354 0650
E: wvirtue@activ8.net.au

Montrose  FULL
Brien and Judy Cohn  
25 Kingsbury Lane
Waurn Ponds 3221
P: 03 5241 8003
E: judycohn@yahoo.com

Mukwonago  FULL
Jarrod Howlett 
171 Lacys Road
Cambrian Hill 3352
P: 0403 620 112
E: jarrod@howlett.com.au

Newsome  FULL
Chris and Kim Newsome 
2082 Ballan-Merideth 
Road, Mt Wallace 3342
P: 0427 902 948
E: newsomebeltedgalloway@
gmail.com

Oakrise  FULL
Naomi Clark 
96 Holden Road
Wandin East 3139
P: 03 5964 4770
E: naomiclark29@bigpond.
com

Oberon Park Miniatures  
FULL
Damien & Carmela Pollock 
232 Eramosa Road West, 
Moorooduc 3933
P: 035977 6644
E: oberonpark@opel.com.au

Pennygreen  FULL
Arthur and Alison Adams 
587 Riversdale Road, 
Camberwell 3124
P: 0412 536 737
E: adamsqc@vicbar.com.au

Pine Gully Park  FULL
Heazlewood Family 
735 Purvis Road, Yallourn 
North 3825
P: 0431 144 347
E: pinegullypark@bigpond.com
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members 
Portbridge JUNIOR
Daniel Porter
50 Harrisons Road
Dromana 3936
P: 0407 069 571
E: portbridgelodge@
bigpond.com.au

Sara and Alister Safstrom 
COMMERCIAL
770 Heathcote Rochester 
Road, Mt Camel 3523
P: 03 5433 6359
E: sjfm21@hotmail.com

Shiralee Belted Galloways  LIFE
Rick and Cheryl Cruff  
6 Coppin Crescent
Shepparton 3630
P: 0417 052 191
E: ccruff@bigpond.net.au

Siamo  FULL
Noel and Amanda Afflitto 
386 O’Gradys Ridge Road 
Foster 3960
P:  0411 478 744
E: Siamo.farm@gmail.com

Silvan Park  FULL
Hettie Biersteker 
50 Wilkens Lane, Silvan 
3795
P: 0488 379 675
E: hettieandandre@
bigpond.com

Strathnaver LIFE
Rob and Leonie Mackay 
66 Simson Street
Carisbrook 3464
P: 03 5464 1243
E: greenvalleychevon@
hotmail.com

Squires Block  FULL
Gail Lloyd  
PO Box 314
Surrey Hills 3127
P: 0417 277 678
E: lloydzone@gmail.com

Dennis & Brenda Swan  
FULL
115 Leongatha North Road, 
Leongatha 3953
P: 0418 389 909
E: denniss@omni.net.au

Tujay’s Estate  FULL
John Smith  
PO Box 4190
Alfredton 3350
P: 0408 291 101
E: smithbuilt55@live.com.au

Alex Vardy  COMMERCIAL
PO Box 7
Tallangatta 3700
P: 0427 946 492
E: belties@eagleridgestud.net
W: eagleridgestud.net

Warialda Belted Galloways
Allen Snaith   FULL
130 Ryans Road
Clonbinane 3658
P: 0408 348 732
E: info@wbgbeef.com.au

Whisky Hill  FULL
Trent Parsons 
PO Box 512
Hurstbridge 3099
P: 0438 082 681
E: tbpconstructions@bigpond.
com

Wilkamdai Stud  FULL
Cameron & Diane Woolfe 
PO Box 2398
Bakery Hill 3354
P: 0409 190 776
E: wilkamdai@westnet.
com.au

Windon Park  JUNIOR
Rachel J Alexander 
1028 Gorae Road
Gorae 3305
P: 0468 938 953
E: rj.alexander95@gmail.
com

Windy Hollow  FULL
Darren & Rebecca Avery 
255 Rendells Road
Welshpool 3966
P: 0423 062 972
E: dazumoo@hotmail.com

Wiseman Park  JUNIOR
Kai Bakker 
10 Wiseman Road
Silvan 3795
P: 0418 589 786
E: jmbakker@bigpond.
com.au

Yeaburn Park Belted 
Galloways  LIFE
Peter & Jenny Kudelka  
24 Collins Street
Melbourne 3000
P: 03 5797 0253
E: pkudelka@bigpond.
net.au

Yileen  FULL
Graeme & Jennie Jackson 
Leongatha Yarragon Road 
Hallston 3953
P: 03 5668 5268
E: g.jackson01@optusnet.
com.au

nsw
7 Hills  FULL
Peter Munday 
160 Loudoun-Shand Road 
Caloola 2795
P: 0439 452 020 
E: pete87mun@gmail.com

Ashrose  FULL
John and Kate Blackwood 
PO Box 1815
Orange 2800
P: 0418 246 433
E: john@ashrosebelted
galloways.com.au

Bekadan  FULL
Merv and Beth Presland 
1395 Nowendoc Road
Mt George 2424
P: 0427 942 152
E: jmpresland@bigpond.
com

Bonnie Kine  FULL
Edward C Tobin 
43 Christie Street
Raglan 2795
P: 02 6337 3689

Bonville Creek
Galloways  FULL
226 Bonville Station Rd 
Bonville 2441
P: 0421 473 395
E: accounts@coffsccs.nsw.
edu.au

Boree  FULL
Jason and Susanne Vials 
92 Whiley Road
Spring Hill 2800
P: 0417 234 834
E: jason.vials@bigpond.
com 

Bracken Rae  LIFE
John Newlands 
6523 Gwydir Highway
Cangai 2460
P: 02 6647 4616
E: brackenrae@bigpond.
com

Brindley Park  FULL
Ken and Libby Moore 
PO Box 36, Merriwa 2329
P: 0419 693 360
E: libbymoore44@hotmail.
com

Cooee  FULL
Lisa Flynn 
138 Bice Road
Leycester 2480
P: 0411 592 314 
E: cowcastle@hotmail.com

Gail and Derry Crisp  FULL
PO Box 421
Armidale 2350
P: 0428 293 419
E: derrycrisp2@bigpond.
com

Crystall Waters  FULL
Marion and Bryan Watts 
1021 Southarm Road 
Bowravile 2449
P: 0429 654 889
E: bmwatts@harboursat.
com.au

Dawyck  FULL
Craig and Jan Veitch 
PO Box 3139
Bemboka 2550
P: 0417 622 794
E: craig_veitch@bigpond.
com

Diamond Springs  FULL
G and B Cooper 
1/661 Military Road
Mosman 2088
P: 0417 044 506
E: glen@chotelb.com.au

Dragonbridge Stud  FULL
Phillip and Vicki Morrow 
PO Box 125
Billinudgel 2483
P: 0428 893 079
E: dragonbridge@activ8.
net.au

Sallianne Faulkner  
ASSOCIATE
PO Box 48
Sans Souci 2219
P: 0419 474 623
E: salliannef@optusnet.
com.au

Georgeous Galloways  
FULL
Roxane McKellar 
439 Blackville Road
Willow Tree 2339
P: 0428 473 940 (Roxane)
0428 569 931 (Cam)
E: cammckellar@bigpond.
com

Glenferrie  FULL
Dawn Collier 
Talmalmo via Albury 2640
P: 02 6037 3228

Greenville  FULL 
Jane Hall and Peter 
Burrows PO Box 2097, 
Bowral 2576
P: 02 4872 1164
E: tmfudge@bigpond.com

Happy Little Hooves Farms 
ASSOCIATE
181 Ellandgrove Road
Elland 2460
P: 02 6642 8185
E: cattle@
happylittlehoovesfarms.
com.au

Harwood  FULL
Derrick Webster 
2/192 Endeavour House 
Captain Cook Crescent
Manuka 2603
P: 0437 836 930
E: harwood@skymesh.
com.au
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Luise Hercus  COMMERCIAL
PO Box 60
Gundaroo 2620
P: 02 6236 8145
E: luiseh@dodo.com.au

Jandrew  FULL 
Andrew Monaghan 
49 Molong Street
Stuart Town 2820
P: 0417 686 455
E: thefrockmaker@yahoo.
com.au

Jennylind  FULL
David and Nerralie Boulton 
PO Box 784
Orange 2800
P: 02 6365 8380
E: dnboulton@bigpond.com

Debbie Kavanagh 
ASSOCIATE
PO Box 3326
Rouse Hill 2155
P: 0412 040 412
E: debkav@tpg.com.au
W: goldenvalebelties.com.
au

Kimbriki  FULL 
Dennis and Fae Griffis 
363 Kimbriki Road
Kimbriki 2429
P: 0438 440 541
E: dgriffis@westnet.com.au

Kinghams Belted  LIFE
Galloway Stud
Donovan and Julie 
Callaghan 87b Blacktown 
Road, Freemans Reach 2758
P: 0413 702 093
E: donovanc@superioraw.
com.au

Koomooloo  FULL
Alastair MacGibbon 
3465 Captains Flat Road 
Primrose Valley 2621
P: 0407 360 764
E: macgibbon@
suretegroup.com.au

John F Leonard 
COMMERCIAL
PO Box 1062
Bathurst 2795
P: 0427 799 927
E: johnl1au@yahoo.com.au

Linden  FULL 
Ian and Jan Denney 
Kennedy Road
Grabben Gullen 2583
P: 0434 882 407
E: jedenney@harboursat.
com.au

Lochlyn  FULL
John and Amanda Seaman 
133 O’Regans Road
Perthville 2795
P: 0499 777 117
E: sidnewham@westnet.
com.au

Longfield  FULL
Ian Marjason 
PO Box 101
Bungendore 2621
P: 0418 427 593
E: imarjason@bdn.com.au

Lowick Farm  FULL
Angus and Michelle Wilson 
68 Lue Road
Mudgee 2850
P: 0409 619 268
E: michellemudgee@gmail.
com

New England  FULL
Belted Galloway Stud
Francie Maclean 
“Oakview”
701 Mulla Creek Road, Mulla 
Creek 2352
P:  0407 660 334
E: franciemaclean@bigpond.com

Nurrenyen Holdings  FULL
Greg Crease 
206 Henry Parks Road 
Parkesbourne 2580
P: 02 4829 2385
E: greg@nurrenyen.com.au

Overdale  FULL
Neil and Debbie Hanlon 
PO Box 261, Uralla 2358
P: 0419 295 793
E: neildebhanlon@
bigpond.com

Pardy’s  FULL
John Engisch 
512 Sandy Point Road 
Windellama 2580
P: 0411 349 555
E: john@torchpublishing.
com.au

Pee Dee Creek  FULL
Doug Thompson   
PO Box 658, Gordon 2072
P: 0419 237 608
E: doug@thc.net.au

Peppercorn Belted Galloways  
COMMERCIAL 
Terry and Karen 
Pierce 
608 Barrington East Road 
Barrington 2422
P: 02 6558 4227
E: belties@belties.com.au

Phiebe  FULL 
Fiona Brown 
PO Box 619
Grafton 2460
P: 0409 449 522
E: fionashair@yahoo.com.
au

Pyree Park  FULL
Scott Smeal
2408 Taralga Road
Goulburn 2580
P: 0416 020 721
E: scotts@activ8.net.au

Duncan Rae  COMMERCIAL
6 Tivoli Street
Mosman 2088
P: 0414 697 166
E: dairae@hotmail.com

Red Ochre  FULL
Pamela Brown
and John Maiolo 
14 Arndell Street
Camden South 2570
P: 0434 100 280
E: pamjbrown@exemail.
com.au

Seven Gates  FULL
Luke and Tracy Boon 
115 Ruddocks Road
Lakesland 2572
P: 0405 802 537
E: boonclan.5@bigpond.
com

Splendid  FULL 
Nick Faseas 
167 Private Access M1 
Mulbring 2323
P: 02 4938 0093
E: nickolasjames@bigpond.
com

Stoneykirk Park  FULL
T and S Borowsky 
PO Box 259
Ingleburn 2556
P: 0418 696 335
E: onitek@bigpond.com

Tea Tree Flat  FULL
Greg and Anne Craven 
16 Kirkoswald Avenue 
Mosman 2088
P: 0403 323 448
E: cravenanne2@gmail.
com

The Keep  FULL
Toni and Chris Barry
10 Church Street
Burrawang 2577
P: 0418 447 730
E: barryster@
selbornechambers.com.au

Twin Oaks  FULL
Warren Edwards 
Meatworks Avenue
Oxford Falls 2100
P: 0404 22 22 29
E: warren@wattswaste.
com.au

Wee Belties  FULL
Pauland Phyllis Kay 
366 Carnham Road
Fine Flower 2460
P: 02 6647 2266
E: weebelties@yahoo.
com.au

Windcrest Belted 
Galloways  FULL
J and P Ford  
621 Stanhope Road
Stanhope 2335
P: 02 4930 6067
E: windcrestford@bigpond.
com

Wirrawilla  FULL
MA and AJ 
Rugendyke 
15L Beni Forest Road
Dubbo 2830
P: 02 6882 1131
E: mruges@gmail.com

Wombledale  FULL
Peter and Susan Burgess 
PO Box 342
Bathurst 2795
P: 0402 099 688
E: wombledale@bigpond.
com

Yasabah  FULL
Clive Robert Allison 
PO Box 3305
West Kempsey 2440
P: 0405 114 545
E: clive@monkhouse.com.au



Agba semen list
AI Approved SIreS

Ashleigh Grason Genetics Australia $22 per straw Black Belted 
 03 5367 3888 (Limited supply)  

Midfern Norman Genetics Australia $22 per straw Black Belted
 03 5367 3889 (Limited supply) 

Mochrum Huckleberry Chris McIlroy at Agri-Gene $71.50 per straw Red Belted
 03 5722 2666
 chris@agrigene.com.au  

Okiwa Wilson Chris McIlroy at Agri-Gene $16.50 per straw Black Belted
 03 5722 2666
 chris@agrigene.com.au  

Du Rapide Legacy 17K Simon Legace - Canada POA Black Belted
 +1 405 799 5117
 durapide@ntic.qc.ca

Du Rapide Sherwood As above POA Black Belted

prIvAtely owned lIcenSed Semen (permIt requIred)

Anderson Hill Jackson A Eyles $120 per straw Black Belted 
 03 5345 6468 includes sire permit   
 arie@activ8.net.au (Minimum of 5)  

Shiralee Moonshine Rick Cruff $15 per straw Black Belted
 03 5822 2742 (Limited Supply)
 0417 052 191 Sire permit $100 
 ccruff@bigpond.net.au

Apriash Delaware Francie Maclean POA Black Belted
 0407 660 334
 franciemaclean@bigpond.com 

prIvAtely owned unlIcenSed Semen

Bonnibelt Zakuska Tony & Joanne Kreher $35 per straw Red Belted 
 08 8531 2552    
 0419 664 672    
 belts2beef@yahoo.com.au 

Bonnibelt Gabriel Tony & Joanne Kreher $35 per straw Red Belted
 08 8531 2552
 0421 365 197
 belts2beef@yahoo.com.au 

Pine Gully Park Alto Kerry Heazlewood $22 per straw Black Belted
 03 5167 1048
 0431 144 347
 perryvic@tpg.com.au 

Wilkamdai Giovanni Cameron and Di Woolfe POA Black Belted
(Miniature) 03 5334 0588 
 wilkamdai@westnet.com.au
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